Looking for a professional audio product?
Westlake Audio is a lot more than a studio builder. We represent, stock, sell and
service the finest professional audio products available today! Microphones,
tape machines, amplifiers, speakers, consoles and more. Whatever your
product need, call Westlake Audio.
Consoles
Audiotronics Automated Processes Harrison Cetec
Allen & Heath Yamaha
Tape Machines
3M Electro Sound
Otan and Nakamichi
Synchronizers
Automated Processes 3M EECO
Monitor Speakers
Westlake Audio JBL Gauss /Cetec
Amplifiers
Crown JBL Crewin-Vega SAE Yamaha
Microphones
AKG Electro-Voice Neumann Sennheiser Shure Sony
Beyer PML
Support Equipment
Allison Research Amber Atlas Auratone Countryman DBX
Dolby Editall Eventide Clockworks Inovonics Koss
Lang Electronics MRL MXR Multi-Syr.c Orban- Parasound
Pandora Pultec Sennheiser Sony Stephens Superez
U.R.E.I. White EMT Micmix
Custom Acoustic Design and Construction
Complete Studio, Control Room and Echo Chamber Design.
Construction, Wiring and System Interface.
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Wilshire Boulevard
California 90048

Los Angeles,

(213) 655 -0303
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Alan Fierstein tells us how to con -

stluct A

PORTABLE OSCILLATOR FOR
AUDIO TESTING.

THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

Wisdom regarding CUSTOM MASTERING is shared by Glenn Snoddy.

MAY 1977 VOLUME 11, NUMBER 5

Results of db's test of the SHURE
ROOM EQUALIZATION SYSTEM will be

reported. This will be a full evaluation of both the generator system and
equalizer recently introduced by Shure
as a low -cost method of balancing
speaker systems against a room. It
can do more than that, as will be
shown.
More on the PARIS AES show will
be on hand in Part 2 of our report,
including more pictures and descriptions of new products shown.
A db-eye view of the NAB bash
recently concluded in Washington,
D.C. will keep you up to date on
what the broadcasters are up to.

Department of
Correction
The February cover carried a
wide angle photograph of an attractive studio operation and
failed in the page on ABOUT THE
COVER blurb to detail anything
about it. The photograph is of
the Poison Oak Studio in Hollywood, California at 6100 Primrose. The zip code is 90068 and
the phone number is 213 4622698. And let's not forget the
handsome acoustic design created
by Jeff Cooper.
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56th CONVENTION OF THE AES
John M. Woram
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MICROPHONE AND TRANSIENTS
Stephan Peus
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LOW FREQUENCY SOUND REPRODUCTION
Michael Rettinger
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John Maxwell
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db is listed in

This fascinating drawing was found
in the N.Y. Public Library's ubiquitous picture collection. We quote the
obscure accompanying caption:
GADGETS
... are not beyond the gambit of the
Index. This 1887 hand -wound tinhorn
gramophone with the leather belt was
the first of its kind made in America.
It looks neither like a console, an old
Dutch sideboard, nor a case of fancy
books, but it has an honest comeliness of its own, notwithstanding.
Artist: Charles Bowman.
From an unknown publication.
dated June, 1937.
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OCTAVE BAND ANALYZER
FEATURES

Simultaneous display - TEN one octave bands -31.5 Hz to 16 kHz
Meets ANSI 1.11, Class II for
Light Emitting Diode readout
Broadband
Fully calibrated in dBspl
Octave Band Filter Sets
dBspl Line Input -calibrated in dBm Flat or A- weighted measurements Hand held- battery operated (rechargeable nickel- cadmium
Precision microphone, carrying case, noise generator,
cells)
battery charger included
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Accurate Sound
Appalachia Sound
Cetec
Clear -Corn
Comm. Light & Sound
Cromacord
Crown
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David Lint Assoc. -Panasonic
13
Garner Industries
30, 31
Inovonics
II
JBL
9
London Co
41
Orban -Parasound
18
Recording Supply Co.
10
SAE
33
STL
2
Sescom
20
Shure
5
Showco
15
Soundcraftsmen
14
Sound Workshop
38
Studer
8
TDK Tape
4
Tektronix
24. 25
Uni -Sync
17
VIF International
IO
Westlake Audio
Cover 2
White Instrument
2
Woram Audio
27
Yamaha
Cover 4
.

APPLICATIONS
Sound system set -up
Noise surveys
Octave equalizer

adjustment
Speaker checkout
orn alignment
=om surveys and
ker placement

ALSO Active and passive
equalizers Other real time
analyzers
Dealer inquiries invited

.
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or write today: WHITE INSTRUMENTS, INC.
512/892-0752
Austin, Texas 78767

P.O. BOX 698

Circle 13 on Reader Service Card
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Good

when you use
STL magnetic Test Tapes
STL magnetic test tapes are widely used by major recording
studios, equipment manufacturers. government and
educational agencies throughout the world. The most
comprehensive test tapes made, they are offered in 1" and
2" sizes as well as flutter tapes and all other formats.

Ó

Ó

THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

New York
1120 Old Country Rd.
516- 433 -6530

Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Roy McDonald Associates, Inc.

Dallas
Stemmons Tower West, Suite 714
Dallas, Texas 75207 214- 637 -2444
Denver
35-40 South Poplar St.
Denver, Colo. 80237 303 -758 -3325

You know your system is in step with the rest of the
industry, compatible and interchangeable, when you
employ STL tapes, the most accurate reference available.

Houston

Write for a free brochure and the dealer in your area.

Los Angeles

Distributed by Taber Manufacturing

&

Engineering Co.

sales offices

3130 Southwest Freeway
Houston, Tex. 77006 713- 529 -6711

500 S. Virgil, Suite 360
213- 381 -6106

Los Angeles, Cal. 90020

Portland

USTANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, Inc.
26120 Eden Landing Road / Suite 5
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 786 -3546

2035 S. W. 58th Ave.
503- 292 -8521

Portland, Ore. 97221

San Francisco
Suite 265, 5801 Christie Ave.
Emeryville, Cal. 94608 415 -653 -2122

N
Circle 36 on Reader Service Card
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dbx noise reduction
& signal processing
Tape noise reduction for the professional studio
216 16- channel

simultaneous
record/playback
noise reduction
system
187 4- channel switchable record/playback

noise reduction system

30dB noise reduction with 10dB more headroom
Reduces tape hiss to inaudibility
Preserves full dynamic range
Cable assemblies furnished ready to plug in
Spare two-channel 310D module included
Available on modular basis for as few as four channels. expandable to
24 or 32 channels
Electrically interchangeable and fully compatible with dbx 216 and other
professional studio systems
Remote control switching capability

K9 -22 single -channel

noise reduction card
replacement for Dolby "A"

Direct plug in replacement for the Dolby® CAT 22 card: converts Dolby 361.
M16 or M24 to dbx noise reduction
Fully compatible with other dbx professional noise reduction systems
Less than half the cost of a free standing noise reduction system
Carrying case available for easy portability

Tape noise reduction for the semi -professional studio

154 4- channel

switchable record/
playback noise reduction system (152
2- channel switchable system also available)

Single-ended inputs and outputs terminated in RCA type phono connectors to
interface with semi- professional recorders, mixers. etc.
Small package for ease of portability
Excellent choice for the small studio or location recordist

157 2-channel

30dB noise reduction with 10dB additional headroom
Fully compatible with dbx professional studio systems
Inexpensive noise reduction system with professional performance

simultaneous
record/playback
noise reduction
system

Ww4

Rack mount option available for all dbx 150 and 160 series models

Compressor /limiters
True rms level detection
Compression ratio variable from 1:1 to infinity
Threshold variable from -38 to +12dBm
Low distortion even at high compression ratios
Wide dynamic range and low noise
160 single channel compressor /limiter

162 true stereo compressor /limiter

For complete information on these and
other dbx signal processing systems.
circle reader service number or contact:

dbx, Incorporated, 296 Newton Street
(617) 899 -8090
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Circle 17 on Reader Service Card
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CALENDAR

FREE LITERATURE

MAY

A.E.S. Show. Los Angeles, Ca.
Hilton Hotel. Contact: AES..
60 E. 42nd St.. NYC 10017.
(212) 661 -8528.
17 -20 London Electronic Component
Show. Olympia. London, England. Contact: British Information Services. 845 Third Ave..
New York, N.Y. 10022. (212)
752 -8400.
Audio Concepts
18 -20 Synergetic
Seminar. Los Angeles. Contact:
Don Davis, Synergetic Audio
Concepts, P.O. Box 1134, Tustin, Ca. 92680, (714) 838 -2288.
20-22 Consumer Hi Fi Show. StatlerHilton, New York City. Contact: Charles Ray. Audio /Communications Show Corp.. 30 E.
42nd St., Suite 1620. New
York, N.Y. 10017. (212) 9867592.
National Video Production
23
Workshop. Videomed, 4878
Ronson Ct.. Suite A. San Diego.
Ca. 92111. (714) 560 -4454.
10 -13

MUSIC MIXING SYSTEMS

HI -D SWITCH

The Trouper live mixing systems
and accessories are detailed in this
booklet. Mfr: Uni -Sync Inc.
Circle No. 85 on R.S. Card.

A product bulletin describes the Hi -D
Switch, a miniaturized momentary action pushbutton switch with molded
box construction and p.c. terminals for
high density mounting on printed circuits or flat. flexible cable. Mfr:

HARD -TO -FIND TOOLS

The latest edition of this popular
catalog of tools includes 138 tightly
packed pages listing almost any tool
you might need. Mfr: Jensen Tools &
Alloys.
Circle No. 86 on R.S. Card.
PRODUCTS HISTORY

Tracking down the year in which a
model was manufactured is simple
with this chart of the "Evolution of
Ampex Products and Technology." Interesting historical information, going
back to 1947. for students. Mfr: Ampex Corp.
Circle No. 87 on R.S. Card.

Switchcraft.
Circle No. 88 on R.S. Card.
TRANSFORMERS

&

FILTERS

Over 7300 standard transformers
and filters are detailed in this catalog.
Mfr: Decco, Inc.
Circle No. 89 on R.S. Card.
ELECTRICAL TESTING INSTRUMENTS

Portable and stationary testing equipment, including potentiometers, cable
testers, vlf testing. a.c. and d.c, high
voltage detectors, and noise isolation
devices are covered in a 12-page brochure. Mfr: James G. Biddle Co.
Circle No. 90 on R.S. Card.

JUNE

Quality

and
reliability
all the
way down
the
line.

Whether you're using a TDK
cassette for a high -quality stereo
dub from a master tape, running
off 10,000 sales promotion cassettes
on TDK duplicator cassettes, or
need a high -quality 1/4 inch mastering tape, you get the same high
degree of performance and reliability from every TDK tape

1

-3

6-7

product.

TDK SA, AD & D cassettes
are setting new standards for fine
cassette sound and performance.
TDK duplicator cassettes give you
outstanding dubbing results up to
speeds of 120 ips (not just 60).
TDK Audua open reels provide
the ultimate in 1/4 inch laboratory
quality tape formulations. And
TDK offers a complete line of A V,
endless loop and special-purpose

test cassettes.
We'd like to show you how the
proper use of TDK products can
upgrade the quality of your product
and operation -and save you time,
too. Write us for more information,
or call direct. (516) 746-0880.
No obligation, of course.

4TD

TDK Electronics Corp., 755 Eastgate Boulevard, Garden City, N.Y. 11530
Circle 25 on Reader Service Card
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Synergetic Audio Concepts
Seminar. Dallas. Texas. Contact: Don Davis, Synergetic
Audio Concepts. P.O. Box
1134, Tustin, Ca. 92680. (714)
838 -2288.
Spring Consumer Electronics
Conference. Chicago. Ill. Contact: Dr. Walter Ciciora, Zenith
Radio Corp.. 6001 W. Dickens
Ave., Chicago. III. 60632. (312)
745 -4898.
Synergetic Seminar. Indianapolis, Ind. Contact: See above.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute Project Management Seminar. Boston, Mass. Contact:
Peggy Kilburn. Center for
Management Research. Executive Plaza, 850 Boylston St..
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167.
(617) 738 -5021.
Synergetic Seminar. Chicago.
Ill. Contact: See above.
Synergetic Seminar. Minneapolis, Minn. Contact: See above.
Worcester Polytechnic Seminar. (See above) Worcester.
Mass.
New England Conservatory of
Music, audio courses and seminars, including electronic music. Contact: Bob Annis, New
England Conservatory. 290
Boston.
Huntington
Ave..
Mass. 02115. (617) 262 -1120.

1111\
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New! Equalization analyzer...

Balance a system...ßalance a budget.
Quick and accurate adjustment of
sound system frequency response
is finally within the reach of
most budgets. The Shure M615AS
Equalization Analyzer System
is a revolutionary breakthrough
that lets you "see" room
response trouble spots in sound
reinforcement and hi -fi systems without bulky equipment, and at a
fraction of the cost of conventional
analyzers.
The portable, 11 -pound system
(which includes the analyzer,
special microphone, accessories,
and carrying case) puts an
equal- energy -per -octave "pink
noise" test signal into your sound

system. You place the microphone
in the listening area and simply
adjust the filters of an octave
equalizer (such as the Shure SR107
orM610) until the M615 display
indicates that each of 10 octaves
are properly balanced. You can
achieve accuracy within ± I dB.
without having to "play it by ear."
Send for complete descriptive
brochure AL558.
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hart rey Ave.
Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada:
A. C.

Simmonds & Sons Limited

TECHNICORNER
The M615 Analyzer's display contains
20 LEDs that indicate frequency
response level hi each of 10 octave
bands from 32 Hz to 16.000 Hz.
A rotary hi to envelope control adjusts
the HI LED threshold relative to the LO
LEI) threshold. At minimum setting,
the resulting frequency response is
correct within
1 dR. Includes input
and microphone preamplifier overload
LEDs. A front panel switch selects
either flat or' htou.se curve"
equaliz ation.
The ES615 Omnidirectional Analyzer
Microphone (also available separatel
is designed specifically for equalization
analv_er systems.

.

SHURE

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH FIDELITY COMPONENTS. MICROPHONES, SOUND SYSTEMS AND RELATED CIRCUITRY.
Circle 33 on Render Service Card
www.americanradiohistory.com
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broadcast
The FM Modulation Monitor

Every f.m. station must monitor the
modulation of its carrier with an FCC type approved modulation monitor.
This function is just as important to
the f.m. station as it is to the a.m. station, although some different circuits
and techniques are required because
of the vhf carrier and the character of
modulation. We only have space to
discuss a few of the most important
circuits.

/

RF FROM

TRANSMITTER

7

_ MIXER

IF

THE FRONT END

m

Direct demodulation of the vhf carrier could be done but this would require a very critical design and operation of the demodulator. The design
and operation of a demodulator at low
frequencies is far less critical than at
vhf, so common practice in monitors
is to reduce the carrier frequency to a
low i.f. frequency by standard heterodyne techniques. The monitor front end
thus becomes a single channel, crystal
controlled receiver-even though it is
coupled directly to the transmitter output circuits by coaxial cable.
The designer will select an i.f. fre-

-LIMITER

DETECTOR

I

111

XTAL
OSCILLATOR

I

J

L
41

THE SIGNAL
The f.m. modulation process con-

verts audio amplitude variations into
corresponding carrier frequency changes. When the audio signal amplitude
peak has caused the carrier to deviate
75 kHz higher or lower than its resting frequency, this is 100 per cent
modulation in f.m. broadcasting. The
deviation rate of the carrier is determined by the frequency of the audio
signal.
The voltage amplitude of the carrier
will continually change with modulation as it gives up power to the creation of the many sideband pairs that
occur, and its amplitude will actually
drop to zero at several points along
the way. to full 75 kHz deviation.
Each of the sidebands will have an
amplitude and phase relationship to
the carrier at every instant. These relationships must be maintained throughout the transmission paths or the recovered audio will suffer in some manner. But even though the carrier amplitude changes, so does the amplitude
of each of the sidebands. At any instant, the amplitude of the carrier and
the amplitudes of all the sidebands
present will total up to a peak value
that is equal to the peak amplitude of
the unmodulated carrier. Thus, the
peak amplitude of the f.m. modulated
wave remains constant.

-

FRONT ENC

AUDIO

r

HMETERH AMP
Figure 1. The basic
monitor circuit.

TRIGGER

75

SEC

DE -EMP

O

MOD

METER

FLASHER

FLASHER
CONTROL

FILTER

60012
AUDIO
AMP

quency that is in the neighborhood of
1
MHz or less. At these low frequencies, the signal can easily be amplified
and processed by broadband, un- tuned.
solid stage stages. Because of the high
input signal available, very few stages
of i.f. amplification are required. Two
or three stages may be used, but one
or two of these will act as a limiter
rather than an amplifier. The bandwidth of this i.f. section must be the
same as that required for the f.m. carrier since it will also deviate plus and
minus 75 kHz.
DEMODULATION

Since demodulation is the reverse
process of modulation, the demodulator's function is to change carrier frequency deviations back into audio
amplitude variations. There are a number of different circuits which can be
used for demodulating the f.m. carrier
and with the advance of solid state
technology, the number is increasing.
All types do not yield the sanie degree
of accuracy, but can be suitable for
a particular application. The monitor
is a test instrument, so the demodulator used must yield a high degree of
accuracy.
One type of demodulator which is
popular in monitors is the pulse counter discriminator. This is a very broad-

HI Z

band demodulator that requires few
components, produces low noise and
distortion in itself, and requires no
tuning whatever. Two versions can he
used: a balanced arrangement with
four diodes in a quad, or a single ended version with only two diodes.
We will discuss the single-ended version.

LIMITING
The i.f. carrier will pass through
one or two limiter stages to remove
any amplitude modulation that may
be present on the carrier. The i.f. signal is sine wave in shape although it
is

constantly changing frequency dur-

ing modulation. The limiters will simply clip the positive and negative peaks
of these sine waves so that they now
appear as square waves. Out of the
limiter, the i.f. signal will thus be one
positive and one negative square wave
pulse for each cycle of i.f. To make
certain the peak to peak amplitude of
these pulses remain constant, the output limiter is operated from a well
regulated d.c. power supply. The limited i.f. signal is fed to the demodulator.
THE DISCRIMINATOR
is

The complete discriminator circuit
composed of a series coupling ca-

fighs§1.

0
D

This is the BRH90, a ninety degree radial horn for two inch and
one and three -eighth inch compression drivers. Its an easy
name to remember -Big
Radial Horn, 90 degrees- very
simple. But there's nothing simple about
our design or construction.

Community horns are made of fiberglass. Not sprayed -up cheaply -made
fiberglass, but fiberglass hand -laminated by experts and constructed to our
exact requirements for maximum acoustical accuracy, resonance-free rigidity
and unparalleled strength. Our horns are
absolutely weatherproof. They will never
corrode or rust out. Nor are they ever
likely to break. Not now and not forty

correct radial horn, whether it is metal or fiberglass, and
only Community does it the
way it should be done. And not
only do we do it right, we do it
cheaper.
We also make two 90" radials for use with
one inch and screw -on drivers -the
RH90 and the SRH90. Both have the same

COMMUNITY LIGHT

&

Talk to your Community distributor. Even
though he also sells our competitor's
products, he'll probably tell you that there
is nothing available today that equals a
Community horn.
He's right.
RH90

BRH90

SRH90

Operating Range

240Hz
500Hz up

345Hz
600Hz up

345Hz
1,000Hz up

Size: H.

11 lis`

12rr."

61/2"

335's"

303,e"

243/4"

201"

183/4"
12 LB.

Flare Rate

W.

Weight
Finish

21"
25 LB.
Black, High Gloss

Horizontal Dispersion

KHz -3dB -6dB

D.

years from now.
But the real mark of Community radial
isn't apparent unless you cut it in half as
we have done here. If you look closely at
the cutaway, you will see that the corridor in the horn just past the throat gets
extremely narrow before it flares out. That
pinch in the horn is absolutely necessary
to any mathmatically and acoustically

flare rate, but the SRH90 (Small
Radial Horn) has a smaller mouth,
and is usually used as the high end
in three way systems.

6
2

10

L
Vertical Dispersion

85
90
80

95
90
90

KHz -3dB -6dB

6
2

10

50
35
20

20

LB.

-

KHz -3dB -6dB
6
2

10

80
90
85

90
100
90

KHz -3dB -6dB

1.2
3

10

95
90
85

100
95
100

KHz -3dB -6dB KHz -3dB -6dB

90
50

.6
2

35

10

55
35
20

100
50
35

1.2
3

10

50
40
20

70
65
30

SOUND, INC. 5701 GRAYS AVE., PHILA., PA. 19143 (215) 727 -0900
Circle 29 on Reader Service Card

SQUARE
W .VE
NPU'

CAPACITOR

RESULTING
OUTPUT

TJ

ORIGINAL
PULSE

Figure 2. The coupling capacitor
differentiates the square wave pulses
into very narrow spike -like pulses.

pacitor, two detector diodes, a shunt
filter capacitor and a load resistor. The
coupling capacitor must be considered
part of the design since it will shape
and affect the square wave signal applied to the demodulator, so its value
is somewhat critical and must also be
of close tolerance.
A capacitor has a reactance value
that is an inverse function of frequency, so this coupling capacitor can
become discriminatory in itself and
thus control the current flowing
through it. This control is not in the
resistive sense but more in affecting
the shape of the pulse that it will pass.
A value must be selected that will not
change the peak amplitudes of the
pulses that pass.
A capacitor in series with a square

wave will not pass the d.c. component
(flat top) of the pulse. Only the a.c.
component (leading and trailing edges
of pulse) will pass, so the resulting
pulse is a very narrow `spike" which
represents the leading edge and a negative overshoot indicating the trailing
edge. Since the i.f. signal is a series
of positive and negative going square
wave pulses, the negative overshoot
combines with the leading edge of the
negative pulse. The output side of the
capacitor then, is a series of very narrow, positive and negative going, spike like pulses, but they all have the same
amplitude. The frequency of the i.f.
signal will constantly change during
modulation, so when it goes higher in
frequency, there are more cycles in
the signal according to the frequency
at that instant. The output side of the
capacitor will have a corresponding
number of positive and negative spikes.
When the i.f. deviates lower in frequency, then there are fewer cycles
and less spikes passing. The amplitude
of all these pulses must be equal in
amplitude; the only change is the number of them. This is the signal presented to the detector.
THE DETECTOR
The detector is essentially the same
as the a.m. detector and works in the

The goal of every studio owner is to have the most reliable
recording equipment available, knowing well that "down
time" because of equipment failure costs him money. We at
STUDER proudly feel that we not only have the most
reliable recorders but that we also have a service philosophy
that other companies envy. Let us tell you about it.
Write or call, Willi Studer America, Inc., 1819 Broadway,
Nashville, TN. 37203. Phone 615 -329 -9576, Telex
55 -4453. In Canada, Studer Revox Canada Ltd.
Phone 416 - 423 -2831, Telex 06- 23310.

CO
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Figure 3. The detector action. Pulses
passed by series diode are counted by
the filter capacitor.

same manner. A second diode is used
to improve the action. The only real
difference is the input signal. In a.m..
the input signal is a constant frequency
r.f. that varies in amplitude, while in
the f.m. detector the input is an rf
signal of constant amplitude that varies in frequency.
The diodes are placed in polarities
to the input signal so that the shunt
diode conducts on every negative pulse
and shorts this pulse to ground. This
diode simply acts as a clamp. preventing any voltage buildup on the capacitor during negative pulses. and sets a
ground reference to the circuit during
those times. The series diode is polarized so that it conducts on each positive pulse and passes these on to the
filter capacitor and load resistor. With-

JBL's 4315.

There's never been a wider range

studio monitor Of any size.

And. four more things:
Its a four way system. It has the most sophisticated
cross -over network ever designed. It's compact, shallow,
portable. Perfect for wall mounting, horizontally or
vertically. Its yours for $771.
There's more. Much more. Go hear the rest.

UBL
James B Lansing Sound. Inc.. 8500 Balboa Blvd Northridge. Calif 91329
.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Radio Tape
Figure 4. The
number of positive
pulses out of the
detector cause the
d.c. voltage
amplitude out of
the filter to trace
out the original
audio sine wave.
(Note: the number
of pulses shown
only indicate a
relative number.)

for professionals

C- 10

-C -90,

with Agfa. Ampex. 3M Tape

LEADER & SPLICING TAPE

-

EMPTY REELS & BOXES
All widths, sizes.
COMPETITIVE

FROM STOCK

-

Recording Supply Co.
1233 Rand Road
Des Plaines, IL 60016

Div. of

Poiyiine Corp.

312/297 -0955

Circle 14 on Reader Service Card

7Sound
Off?
When your recorder or reproducer
sounds off, the problem could be
due to the tape steering up or down
because of faulty alignment. Eliminate this problem with the all new
VIF Capstan Idler Assembly.
Precision designed by Walter White,
the VIF 1005 has a unique self aligning feature which enables it to
remain exactly parallel to the capstan at all times, thereby completely
eliminating alignment problems regardless of capstan diameter.

Price: $30.00 each.

Professional sound equipment for
the professionals in sound.

INTERNATIONAL'
P.O. Box 1555
Mountain View. CA 94042
(408) 739 -9740

o

FILTER OUT

I
z
+ 75

+

RESTING

o

i

-

t

75 kHz

O
V

out modulation. the steady i.f. signal
develops a steady d.c. voltage across
the capacitor and load resistor. With
sine wave modulation. as the positive
half cycle of the audio builds up to
its peak. the carrier deviates progressively higher in frequency a corresponding amount. The number of pulses
flowing to the filter capacitor in-

REEL TO REEL TAPE
Ampex, 3M. All grades,
On reels or hubs.

CASSETTES,

DETECTOR OUT

creases.

The capacitor integrates, or "counts"
the number integrates, or "counts" the
number of pulses. As the number of
equal amplitude pulses flow onto the
capacitor at an accelerating rate, the
capacitor charge buildup in amplitude
corresponds to the amplitude of the
positive half cycle of the original
audio. As the negative half -cycle of
audio causes the carrier to deviate
lower in frequency, the number of
pulses flowing into the capacitor becomes progressively less. The capacitor loses charge between pulses a cor-

responding amount. The output voltage
across the load resistor is a varying
amplitude d.c. voltage, the variation
in amplitude a replica of the original
audio signal.

PEAK MODULATION
The percentage of modulation is
measured with a high impedance voltmeter circuit which incorporates the
required FCC damping characteristics.
Audio from the detector is fed to a
meter rectifier which provides a varying d.c. output that contains the required damping. The varying d.c. voltage is amplified by a d.c. amplifier to
drive the front panel modulation
meter. The rectifier incorporates a
phase splitter and combiner so that
the plus and minus modulation peaks
may be selected for the meter circuit.
Selection of the plus and minus modulation peaks does not have the same
significance in f.m. as it does in a.m.
However, when tone modulation is
used, these peaks will indicate linearity of the modulator and system
and they should agree.
Since the meter circuit cannot fol-
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low fast modulation peaks, an electronic peak indicator circuit is used.
A section of the phase splitter combines the positive and negative peaks
in full wave fashion so that both
peaks are positive and in tandem.
The full wave audio peaks are fed
to an electronic trigger circuit whose
sensitivity is preset by the front panel
flasher control. When either a positive or a negative audio peak exceeds
the preset threshold of the trigger, it
will operate and turn on a flasher

light.
AUDIO

Aural monitoring is provided by a
high quality audio amplifier. FCC
rules require that the audio be passed
through a 75 sec pre- emphasis filter
before modulation. so if we are to
listen to the recovered audio, it must
he restored to its proper response
curve. The recovered audio will pass
through a 75 sec de- emphasis filter
before feeding the audio amplifier.
We should point out that the modulation meter and flasher circuits do
not use the de-emphasis filter since
they must monitor the actual carrier
modulation-and that is pre-emphasized audio.
The audio amplifier will provide
a 600 ohm balanced output for external monitor amplifiers. and it may
or may not also provide a high impedance drive for a distortion analyzer.
If the distortion drive is a separate
amplifier, this will also use the 75
sec de- emphasis filter.
OTHERS
Monitors will contain many more
circuits and functions than we have
been able to discuss here. and some
will use a different demodulator. The
important element in any monitor is
the accuracy it yields when measuring the modulation or making tests
on the transmission system. Next
month we will discuss some of the
problems of monitoring the f.m.
signal.

Better ideas for better qualitya

Your goal is better
sound quality.Our goal is to come up with
better ways for you to get it.
So

far, we think we've done

pretty well, with ideas like
a limiter that works as a fast
peak limiter and an averageresponding limiter- simultaneously and independently.
an audio level

that combines

optimizer

compressor,
peak limiter, and de -esser in
one package.
a

a multiband audio processor
that gives you independent

compression adjustments in
eight frequency bands.

a single -ended noise suppressor that can also restore
program dynamics.

tape record and reproduce
electronics that set new
standards for features, performance, and reliability.
a tape tension control kit
that improves speed accuracy

and high -frequency

performance.
There's more to come. Were
working on still other ideas
for helping broadcasters and

recording studios get better
sound. Of course, when those
products come along, they'll
have the same high quality and
dependability that you expect

from lnovonics.
All of our better ideas are available from lnovonics dealers
throughout the country. See

Telephone

Campbell,

14081 374 -8300

CA

95008

Consultants
Kentucky: Sonic Services
Florida: The Harris company
Tennessee: Broadcast Equipment & Supply
Missouri: Communications
Systems

one soon, and pick up an idea
or two.

Texas: Savc0: Collins Radio
California: Taber Mfg & Eng:

New York: Martin A /V;
Dave Bain Associates
Massachusetts: Lebow Labs

Sound; Sound Dynamics;
Sigma Audio
Washington: Track Audio

Inovonïcs Inc.
503 -B Vandell Way

New Jersey: Joel Associates
Maryland: Recording

VIF
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International; Accurate

Periodically. I get inquiries about
the use of spectrum analyzers for
various testing purposes. Sometimes
the questioner is asking if it cannot
he used for a purpose that is not feasible. But there are many ways that
the spectrum analyzer can he used.
performing better. as well as faster,
than alternative methods. A spectrum analyzer is a useful item of
equipment that can replace quite a
battery of formerly needed instruments. an economy for those setting
up shop.
LOUDSPEAKERS
have discussed this before. Properly used, loudspeakers can be tested
on -site. as installed. so you get the response of the building as well as that
of the equipment. To do this, you
need a pink noise source -that was
what I discussed before -and enough
microphones to obtain good averaging of what the system distributes so
that people will hear well. wherever
they may he sitting.
The advantage of using noise is that
it eliminates the major basis for invalidation by standing waves because
noise is aperiodic. But noise can still
respond to resonator effects and. if
the auditorium has major resonances.
which can also he viewed as a buildup of standing waves, this method of
testing will show them.
1

N

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
The spectrum analyzer really can
perform a number of functions at
once, relative to electronic components. by using sinusoidal inputs of
various kinds. For measuring frequency response. power. and various
kinds of distortion related to power.
the analyzer performs a number of
functions simultaneously, as well as
performing some of them better than
equipment designed specifically for
the purpose, such as a harmonic distortion meter. or one of the inter modulation distortion testers.
For checking frequency response
and power output, the spectrum analyzer merely serves as a rather sophisticated output voltmeter that tells you
frequency. or frequency content, as
well as just the voltage: its function is
to obviate false readings. If you
measure frequency response without
looking at what you are measuring on
a 'scope. you could he measuring
either hum or noise instead of the
sound in question. A spectrum analyzer cannot make that mistake.

HARMONIC DISTORTION
The conventional harmonic distortion meter merely nulls out the fundamental and measures everything
else that is left. If you change frequency. ever so little. you have to
renull the meter. It never gives you
any indication of what the residue is
that you are measuring. although
most meters provide output terminals
or a jack that enables you to look
at the residue on a 'scope.
There is one disadvantage of both
the harmonic distortion meter and the
spectrum analyzer that a quite simple
tester can overcome. the fact that
both of them look at frequency content of the output without reference
to input. You assume that the sine
wave input is perfect. The simple
tester overcomes this disadvantage.
where it is significant.
The spectrum analyzer gives you
an instant display of information that
a wave analyzer would take you much
longer to explore. By expanding the
display scale, you put the fundamental off the left hand side of the 'scope.
so you look only at the harmonic
components after you have calibrated
your readings for level on the fundamental.
INTERMODULATION DISTORTION:
SMPTE
or both forms of intermodulation
distortion, you get more information
or more accurate information with a
spectrum analyzer than with the older
equipment designed for just that test.
The input signals, of course, must be
obtained in just the same way. For
the SMPTE test you need one low
frequency and one high frequency
and, to use the standardized test. you
set the levels so the lower frequency
is exactly 12 dB higher in level than
I-

the higher frequency.
Now, if you are looking at the output, distortion shows up as lower level
sideband lines on either side of the
bar that represents the higher frequency. As with the distortion meter.
the conventional IMD meter for this
measurement merely eliminates the
two input frequencies, and sums these
sidebands.
To get a reading you need to evaluate the rms sum of the sideband components. Thus if there is 0.8 per cent
second and 0.6 per cent third, the
total is 1 per cent. But I feel it is more
important to see what you have than
to get an accurate single number that
represents all of it.

The real advantage of the spectrum
analyzer is that it catches some of
these sideband components that the
regular, old- fashioned meter misses.
The old meters merely measure residual amplitude modulation of the
higher frequency tone by the lower.
If any frequency or phase modulation
of the higher frequency tone by the
lower occurs. the old meter does not
see it.
As far as effect on reproduction is
concerned, if the low frequency tone
modulates the high frequency one, in
either way, it is equally audible as .t
form of distortion. Once it is released into the air to become an acoustic wave pattern, it is difficult. if not
impossible. to tell which form of mod-

ulation it is.
Frequency. or phase modulation.
and amplitude modulation, when
looked at the way in which a spectrum
analyzer does. produce the same spurious components. So the readings you
see on the spectrum analyzer screen
are more representative of what you
hear than the reading obtained from
an IMD meter.
INTERMODULATION DISTORTION:
CCIF
This test uses two higher frequencies and. normally speaking, produces
a lower tone as the spurious byprod-

uct. This is how the conventional
tester for this type detects the lower
tone. For example. if you put in 5000
hertz and 5100 hertz, the instrument
looks for 100 hertz as the distortion

byproduct.
This assumes only one kind of distortion-asymmetrical. or second harmonic, as referred to a single sine
waveform. Second order curvature of
the transfer characteristic will produce, in addition to second harmonics
of the input frequencies. which would
be 10,000 and 10.200 hertz. the sum
and difference frequencies. which are
10,100 and 100 hertz.
Now suppose the main distortion is
due to third order curvature. The distortion products will he third harmonies, which are 15.000 and 15,300
hertz, two sum frequencies, which
are 15,100 and 15,200 hertz, and two
difference frequencies, each obtained
by subtracting one frequency from
twice the other, thus equalling 4900
and 5200 hertz.
Obviously a test circuit that looks
only for 100 hertz will find none of
these frequencies. But those within the
audio range will show up on a spectrum analyzer. Perhaps you should
spread the original frequencies a little.
say to 5000 and 5500 hertz. Then the
second order components would be
10,000 and 11,000 harmonic, and

Panasonic is head strong, with HPF*
Magnetic heads have long been considered the
most vital part of any magnetic tape recording
system. Now, with today's sophisticated magnetic
tape duplicating equipment, it is more important than
ever before that the heads be of superior quality. Not
only must those heads provide exceptional performance, they must also be able to withstand the abrasive
wear of the tape as it moves at high speed across them.
That is why more and
more of the leading studios
are turning to Ferrite
TAPE,
-LL TRACK
heads, manufactured by
Panasonic Co., to help solve their duplicating problems. Panasonic's patented special sintering process,
and glass bonding procedure, offer a vast improvement in head quality over the
older metal or conventional
4- í'
ferrite heads.
HPFTM heads minimize high frequency
TAPE, 8 TRACK - CHANNEL
losses and provide an
Yat',
actual noise absorption capability. The hard, jewellike finish -which enhances head -to -tape contact
possesses a wear resistant
capability far superior to
the hardest of metal heads.
The HPF material, comCASSETTE "CAPE.
bined with the unique
TRACK -2 CHANNEL
glass bonding process,
enables an ultra -precise machining of the head gap resulting in a gap definition greatly exceeding that of
conventional heads.
No matter what your need in the way of duplicating
heads, there's an HPF head that will provide you with
better, more dependable service. For more detailed
information about HPF heads to meet your specific
CASSETTE TAPE,
-2 CHANNEL
4
TRACK
interest, contact:
r"

\

Ft

-I

-

2

DAVID LINT ASSOCIATES

dli

National Distributor, HPF Heads
2444 Old Middlefield Way, Mountain View, California 94043
Telephone: (415) 964 -5344

*Hot- Pressed Ferrite
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10,500 with 500 as sum and difference.
The third order components would
be 15,000 and 16.500 for harmonics.
with 15.500 and 16.000 for sum and
4500 and 6000 for difference frequencies. Using the same input frequencies, for fourth order curvature.
there would be 20.000 and 22,000 for
harmonics, and three sum frequencies.
three difference frequencies. found by
combining twice and twice again the
input frequencies, and three times one
with once the other, each way. Thus
the sum products will he 20.500.
21,000 and 21,500 hertz. And the
difference products will he 1000.

9.500 and 11,500 hertz.
Every higher order curvature increases the number of additional distortion products. Going to fifth order.
the harmonics are 25,000 and 27,500
hertz. The sum frequencies arc 25.500. 26.000, 26,500 and 27.000 hertz.
while the difference frequencies are
4,000, 6.500. 14.500 and 17.000
hertz.
Note that asymmetrical distortions.
second and fourth. produce a component that is much lower. 500 or
1000 hertz, while the symmetrical distortions. third and fifth. produce
everything higher than the input frequencies. except one of them.

If you want a distortion component
from these curvatures that is lower
in frequency. you must change the
test frequencies. based on a ratio. To
pick out third order curvature. one
frequency must differ from twice the
other one by the desired difference.
Thus you could use 5000 and 9500
hertz, yielding harmonics 15.000 and
28,500 hertz, sum frequencies 19.500
and 24,000 hertz. and difference frequencies 500 and 14.000 hertz.
Figuring out ratios and differences
can get complicated but with a spetrum analyzer and two oscillators, of
which at least one has variable frequency. you can change the ratio
and watch the various byproducts
"crawl" across the screen in different
directions, which can be quite instructive, to help determine what each one
represents.
POWER VERSUS DISTORTION
This is another thing that a spec-

=ILEl.E.oy..con
TWIN -GRAPHIC OCTAVE EQUALIZER
1G- 2209 -600 BALANCED IN /OUT

SWITCHABLE HI or LO IMPEDANCE
SWITCHABLE BALANCED or UNBALANCED INPUTS
SWITCHABLE BALANCED or UNBALANCED OUTPUTS
TWO SEPARATE MONO SECTIONS, IDENTICAL CONTROLS
L.E.D.'S FOR VISUAL INPUT /OUTPUT BALANCING
SWITCHABLE HI and /or LO SHELVING
SEPARATE ZERO -GAIN SPECTRUM CONTROLS
GOLD-PLATED CONTACTS ON ALL SWITCHES
ZERO -GAIN: Unity ±0.5 dB, controllable 2020, 480 HZ
6 dB,
dB.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE ±0.5 dB 20 Hz to

+

-12

20,480 Hz at zero setting.
DISTORTION: Less than 0.05% THD @ 2 volts.
RATED OUTPUT (600 -OHM BALANCED): +20
dBm into 600 ohms.
OUTPUT CIRCUIT: FET Op -Amps (Balanced or
Unbalanced).
MAXIMUM INPUT LEVEL: +20 dBm.
EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE: Below 90 dBm with
E.Q. switched in. Below 110 dB at max. output.
EQUALIZATION FREQUENCIES: Each octave centered at 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, 1920,
3840, 7680 and 15,360 Hz.
BOOST /CUT RANGE: ±12 dB at center frequencies.

FILTER TYPE: Toroidal and Ferrite -core.
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 120 ± 15% VAC 50/
60 Hz less than 10 Watts or 240 ± 15% VAC
50/60 Hz less than 10 Watts.
FULL -SPECTRUM LEVEL: Front panel 18 dB,
variable master level controls.
OCTAVE- EQUALIZATION: 10 Vertical controls
each channel, ± 12 dB per octave.
EQ. IN -OUT: Front panel pushbutton switch for
each channel.
TERMINATIONS: 3 -pin XLR's for inputs and

outputs.
WEIGHT: 18 pounds.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 23 pounds.

FINISH: Front panel horizontally brushed, black
anodized aluminum. Chassis cadmium plated
steel, with black textured finish.

1721 Newport Circle. Santa Ans. California 92705
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trum analyzer makes more meaningful. As you increase input level. the
height of the bars representing different distortion products varies differently. The most meaningful way to
observe this is to use a single frequency input and watch the harmonics. For example, the first order of
harmonic to appear may be second.
due to asymmetry in the way an amplifier begins to overload.
But then as input is further increased, the second order of harmonic
may not grow more than a certain
amount before third and fifth virtually shoot up to overtake it. meaning that overload is now more nearly
symmetrical.
There are more intriguing things
you can do with a spectrum analyzer.
that I will get into some other time.
If you want more information about
spectrum analyzers, try contacting Kay
Elemetrics Corp. 12 Maple Avenue.
Pine Brook. NJ 07058. or Tektronix.
Service Instruments Division, P.O. Box
500, Beaverton. OR 97077.
There may be other sources: those
are companies that have sent me information about their products within
the last year. Not so long ago. a spectrum analyzer would have been prohibitive in cost as a test or measurement tool. A research or production
company wanting to perfect a product might use such a tool. but for
evaluating the usual equipment, it
would have been too expensive to
justify.
But that is changing. Now you can
get a spectrum analyzer for less than
the combined cost of all the other
items that it will enable you to do
without, even enabling you to make
better measurements. So I would say
it is a worthwhile device to own.

Nearly every concert tour by a "super group" in recent years has had its origin at
Showco. We design and build the huge, high -level sound systems, intricate lighting and
special effects systems, and provide the stage
designs for over 1006 concerts a year. At the
conclusion of the tour, the tapes that we produce
have resulted in best -selling "live" albums.
Now, through Showco Manufacturing Corp., we
are bringing this same highly acclaimed expertise
into discotheque sound systems. We are in full
production of the S -2500 Disco Mixer, S -2501
Electronic Crossover Network, and our concert
proven Pyramid* 1000 and 900 speaker systems
designed to be suspended from the ceiling or to
be floor mounted with the optional base. Developments are underway for still other new and
innovative products. Call or write for the name of
your nearest dealer.

A WCO
SXQ
Y

SHOWCO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1225 Round Table Drive/ Dallas, Texas 75247
Phone (214) 630 -7121
TWX (910) 861 -4278
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sound with images

In the more usual projection installations. there is a great deal of
thought given to getting the largest
image on the screen with the greatest
amount of brightness. and rightly so.
Where the image has to fill a screen
large enough to be seen at the rear of
a room in which the last row is more
than. say, six times the width of the
screen, a smaller image would be lost.
And brightness. of course, drops off
as the image size increases. The philosophy is, therefore, think big and
bright. What happens. however, when
the situation calls for a smaller image? Any problems? There sure are a
few, anyway.
In a recent sales presentation with
which I travelled, slides were used to
supplement a large video projection
image. The design of the program
called for a three -image lineup vertically of the slides alongside the large
video screen. The size of the slides
had to be slightly less than one third
that of the height of the video image.
This allowed for a small space between the slide images. From the
front view, the total height of the
slides was the same height as the
whole video screen.
Since the show travelled, one of the
prerequisites was to be able to assemble and dismantle equipment as quickly
as possible with as few pieces, all
easily manageable. as would fit into
as few small (quantity as well as
size) crates as possible. For the three
screens, a frame was made with rectangular cutouts in the proper slide
proportion, which would he placed
alongside the frame of the video
screen. This meant that for a six -foot
wide screen for t.v. the slides had to
be 20 in. high. thus limiting the width
to 30 in. With this kind of arrangement, the image could either be projected to the front or rear screen.
depending on the location of the
setup.

CO

LONG NARROW ROOM
In one location, the room was long
and narrow. The set, including the
t,v, screen and the slide screens, were
spread across almost all of the front

room. The slide projectors
were set up along the side wall and
hidden from the view of the audience.
both side and rear. by putting up a
wood frame and draping black cloth
all around. The material was quite
heavy to shield the light and keep the
sound of the motors and fans and
slide tray rotation from getting to the
audience. The area directly behind
the slide projectors was, of course. not
suitable for seating because the slide
screens would be blocked from view
and the images keystoned slightly because of the very small angle. Masking of the screens hid the keystoning
from the front view.
First, we found that all slide projectors are not created equal. A minor
difference. but a difference nevertheless, was the time it took to change
slides, and then to auto-focus. When
the three units switched simultaneously, two were in precise step, but
one was slow. The show's creator
deemed it essential that the three
slides come up exactly at the same
time, and since the image was a 3 -slide
high picture, he could expect this effect to occur as planned. After a
change of units, it worked out okay.
Then we found that the slides did
not line up in a 3 -high image. Although the projectors were positioned
carefully, and adjusted, the image
never quite looked as it should. The
top of the building or statue was off
to one side from the middle. Having
the slides mounted in plastic holders
made it easy to make this adjustment.
But we had to keep in mind how the
slide was cut. In one case, moving
the slide inside the mount required
masking the side that became exposed.
An interesting situation arose when
it came time to balance the image intensity of the slides compared to the
large screen video image. Since the
t.v. image was projected onto a curved
screen the audience saw what closely
resembled a t.v. screen. The brightness
and colors were good when seen
alone, but alongside the slides, the little images were bright enough to distract from the main image. The original matté white material was replaced
with white cardboard. There was still

of the

not enough of a drop in brightness.
so grey cardboard was tried. This was
much better. An experiment was also
made with black cardboard. and although the image brightness of the
slides was quite acceptable in relation
to the video image. because some slides
were quite dark. the decision was to
work with the grey reflective surface.
Incidentally. since the distance from
the projectors to the screens was quite
short, zoom lenses were used. which
decreased some of the light emitted out
of the projectors. Machines with incandescent bulbs were utilized to provide lower output than possible with
the newer halogen bulbs.

WORKING REAR SCREEN

\

hen the «. hole shoN \, as set up
out of town. it was found that front
projection for the slides would not he
feasible. The room to he used was
wider than the original site. and seating could not he limited to just the
center of the room. To shoot from the
rear of the audience would have required auditorium lenses of about 13
in. focal length. and these were not
readily available. To avoid setting up
slide projectors within the audience
area, it was decided to work with a rear
screen for the slides. The setup was
made away from the wall by enough
distance to allow the projectors to fill
the open areas provided. the sanie
30 x 20 in.
There were several ways to go on
this. One was to use rear projection
lenses, the ones with 90-degree angles
and a mirror internally set to round
the bend, or we could use straight
lenses projecting into mirrors

which
could reverse the images for proper
viewing from the front. Another possibility was to project directly onto
the screens and reverse the slides in
the tray. We had tried to provide for
all possibilities before hitting the road.
Six slide projectors were rented by
phone. days in advance of arrival, to

permit a full hundred percent backup.
With these, the longest throw lenses
that could be gotten were requested.
and the shortest rear projection lenses
that were available. The order also in-

There's a Trouper in every crowd!

Q.

cr

Where there's good music, there's a crowd.
And a Trouper Series Mixer.

UNI-SYNE

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY 57TH CONVENTION BOOTH 124
For

a

poster of this ad. send

$1

for postage and handling to

(WIJ
A BSR

CONY

DESIGNERS (.7 MANUFACTURERS OF PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS Er EQUIPMENT
742 HAMPSHIRE ROAD WESTLAKE VILLAGE CALFORMA 91361 BOS 497-0766
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Well, rear screen images are usually
brighter than those reflected from a
matté white front screen. but these
were even brighter than usual. The
projectors provided contained halogen lamps. Units with incandescent
lamps were not available. (We had
even packed the 500 -watt incandescents in the spare kit in case the units
were provided with the high intensity
four -pin bulbs. Now. even these could
not be used.) The supplier thought.
even though we had tried to explain
the problem on the phone during ordering. that we would he more pleased
with the high intensity lamps since
that's what everyone else always asked
for.
There were also a couple of other
problems that became visible while the
room and rear projection areas were
totally dark. First. while the projector
lamps were on. one of the screens appeared to be brighter than the others.
even with a blank slide in the aperture. Second. with the projection bulbs
off, there appeared on each of the
screens a small dim light right in the
center of the screens. with the projectors in the "fan" position. The first
problem was easily solved. Although
there is some advantage in using the
new translucent 80 -slide drums in

sound with images (cont.)
eluded the fact that incandescent lamp
projectors were required. (This last
request received lifted eyebrows that
were audible on the phone!)
When we found that rear projection
lenses were not available, we packed
our own. The longest lenses possible.
according to the rental supplier, were
in.. not enough for our needs.
Hence, the decision to work rear
screen. To help us there, the a/v supplier had provided front surface mirrors and straight 2 in. lenses as we
requested (we asked for the straight
lenses so that we could shoot straight
for the screen with reversed slides as
the third alternative). It was found to
be quicker and easier to work with
the last alternative. so the slides were
turned 180 degrees.
As everyone knows, for the operator to work behind the rear projection
screen when he is lining up and focusing the slides, it is necessary for the
viewing room. as well as the area behind the screen. to he dark. (Our setup
put the projectors about 5 feet behind
the screens.) The images were finally
set up properly with no keystoning and
good vertical lineup. but it was noticed
that the slides seemed very bright.

ll

longer throw front or rear projection.
close up there is enough light coming
through to illuminate the screen as
compared with the earlier grey or
black trays. When all screens are the
same, that is. with white drums behind
them. such a situation might he acceptable. but when one screen is white
and the others are opaque. the difference is very noticeable. In this case.
black tape was run around the white
drum and the problem was solved. A
transfer of slides to another drum. a
grey or black one, would also have
worked. but only white drums were
provided with the rented projectors.
and only two dark trays of slides were
sent with the show. along with one
white one.

DIM WHITE LIGHT
The second problem. the small dim
white light in the middle of the screen.
was found to he from the auto -focus
light inside the projectors. In anticipation of some sort of light source problem, we had packed a small case containing a variety of neutral density filters, the same kind or similar to those
used in photography. In combining
these into equal values for all projectors to cut way down on the light output of the sources, and putting the

The New Reverb Price/Performance Leader:
Introducing the new dual channel Orban /Parasound Spring
Reverb. The new 111B retains all of the electrical features of its
popular single -channel predecessor and augments them with a
new bass control and "quasi- parametric" midrange control.
The new midrange equalizer permits stepless adjustment of its
±12 dB equalization range, as well as continuously variable
center- frequency and bandwidth. This equalization flexibility is
unparallelled in the low -cost reverb field and effectively complements the simple equalizers usually found on low -cost
mixers and consoles.
Included in the n'ew package is our unique "floating
threshold limiter" which minimizes "spring twang" and provides absolute protection from overload. And our highly -respected electronics provides a bright, super -clean sound with
the best signal -to -noise in the spring reverb field. Most remarkably, the two -channel 111B costs exactly as much as our single

channel model. The only thing you give up is the flexibility of
our dual- chassis construction now the spring is mounted with
the electronics.
At $695 for two channels, the 111B provides the quality
alternative to the cheaper, consumer -quality reverbs on the
market. With industrial - quality construction, line -level balanced outputs, compact size, and smooth, four -spring (per
channel) sound, the 111B is the ideal choice for the user with
space and /or budget limitations. And as always, you can
count on Orban /Parasound's reliability and prompt service.
For more information on the new 111B, see your local Orban/
Parasound distributor, or contact

-

orban/paraiound
680 Beach St.. San Francisco, CA. 94109 (415) 673 -4544
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most exacting
microphone
applications
in

Everyone enjoys a contest... particularly when they've got a winner.
We are ready to take on anybody
with our latest AKG large diaphragm
professional condenser microphone
the C- 414EB.
With many exclusive features, it will
proudly outperform its nearest rival, yet costs
two hundred dollars less! The C-4-14EB has four
selectable polar patterns: improved maximum
sound -pressure level capability through a built -in
0, -10 and -20dB attenuation selector (greater
than 155dB sound pressure level capability); a
three -position low- frequency rolloff switch with
14dB /octave slopes: freedom from off -axis coloration and uncompromisingly smooth and natural
sound characteristics -plus a new level of
robustness and dependability.

-

C -4I4EB microphone

shown above with
optional H -17 shock mount /windscreen

We've given it the acid test. Dust off your
alchemy set... you're in for a
pleasant surprise!

11V

,

AKG ACOUSTICS
PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS CORP.
4t McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.I. 07430

C -414EB HIGHLIGHTS

Attractively priced
4 switchable polar patterns

-

cardioid
omnidirectional
figure -eight
hypercardioid
3-position attenuator
(between capsule and
preamplifier) 0, -10dB. -20dß

3- position

bass rolloff switch.

flat, 75 Hz, 150 Hz ( -3dB

points)
12V,'48V phantom powering
H -17 shock mounVwindscreen
assembly for superior
isolation from
low-frequency vibration
and wind noise or pops.

Standard three -pin XLR type
connector
Fully RF shielded

Extremely quiet

(equivalent noise level:
20dB SPL)
Full specifications are available
on this and all AKG microphones
on request.
<ó
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sound with images (cont.)
filters in front of the lenses, we not
only were able to achieve dimmer slide
images to match the t.v. screen, but
we also decreased the auto -focus light
to a low enough level so that it was
not noticeable.
Now that the screen was dark grey
in appearance, it was noticed that
there was a very slight illumination on
the side of each of the small screens.
sort of a faint triangular shape. Turning off the projectors solved the problem, but even in the "fan" setting the
light still showed. Obviously it came
from the auto -focus light, but how?
It turned out that enough light came
through the slot of the front elevation knob to show on the screen. A
small piece of black tape over the slot
solved that one. Since the projectors
were set accurately and would not
have to be raised or lowered, the taping of the front knob did not bother
the operation of the projector.

FOCUSING
Just a tip or two more on small image projection. In a rear screen setup, you're probably aware that the
image is seen best from directly in

front and that as you move around to
one side or the other. the intensity
seems to drop off on the side of the
screen farther away from you. The
same is also true when a rear screen
image is high compared to the eye
level of a seated audience. Toward
the rear of the room, the viewer's
angle of observation may he equal to
the top and bottom images of a 3image high arrangement. but at the
front of the audience the viewer has
a much higher angle to the top image
and it may seem much dimmer to him
than the bottom or midddle ones. This

glass to keep the

or bending. Also,

film from buckling
a shift will he no-

ticed when slides are put into the tray
left-to -right reversed because the emulsion side will be toward the lamp in
one slot away from the source in the
next. (Incidentally, the latest projectors for home use from Kodak come
with a special lens made specifically
to compensate for cardboard -mounted
slides where the film has a slight curvature within the mount to keep them
from buckling while in the heat of
the lamp.) Great care must he taken
when setting up rear screen projection that focusing shifts will not move
the image up and down or left to right
on the screen. This will happen if the
projector using a 90- degree lens or a
straight lens and mirror is not aimed
in a precisely horizontal and vertical
position at the center of the screen
area. Shifts like this are very noticeable when the images have to line up
exactly.
Well, there are some thoughts on
projection for a small screen rather
than a big one. Maybe the older.
lower power. incandescent -lamp projectors had their advantages after all.
And maybe thinking small. rather
than big. isn't as easy as it seems.

should be considered when setting up
the seats for viewing.
Try also not to arrange the seating
at too wide an angle as slides will lose
legibility to those people in the far
out seats. You may also find with
small images that the center of the
slides may appear too bright or washed
out when viewed from directly in
front. The density of slides does van'
and the background colors will make
a difference also. A marked shifting
may also be noticed with auto -focus
projectors when slides that are mounted
differently are used in the same drum.
Cardboard slides will shift more than
plastic mounts because the latter have

1-11111.1.11111111 111.111.1.1111111ti111.titi1.1111.1.1.1.11.1.11.1.1.-1\1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.-`1.Ztillll-`1111.1.1.111.

Do you need an audio compressor in your system ?

Available from Stock at these Stocking
Distributors or Factory Direct:
AK
Pao Jameson
Custom

FEATURES:
1.

107:tComo,

Adjustable input signal from 500

micro -volts to 50V.

15]

50,02347 399
CA
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8616 Sunset 85a
oae. CA 90028
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2.

Adjustable release times from
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second to

1

second.

3. Plug -in single

4. Hi -Z

supply.

input, 600 ohm output
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Sa.amento, CA 95816
19161 4434773
Sen? 8,10Lc
Apex Music Co
702 Broadway
San Diego. CA 92101
17141 232 4371
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113Catneone
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M108104
t313p994 0930

12I213477757

NJ
Otani, G,Pann
Soupa A,t, Co
5 Corer Lane

Quantum
200 Park Aye So 800920
New 10,0. 5V 70003
12121 260 2300

Oakhur,t. N307772

101,0938686

5. Effective compression 30 db.
6.

KrSeat Mwe 8 Sound

700 Tm St S W.
Ceda, Roods IA 51404

Alonzo
INroey Nava Co

OK
Greg Robertson

4.1.0 6%.06.6116,
2416 Clown
Oklahoma Cte. DK 73106
14 3232
1

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR NEW 64 PAGE CATALOG

"Quality Engineered Sound Products"
SESCOM, INC.

Toll Free WATS (800) 421 -1828
(213) 770 -3510 -TWX (910) 346 -7023
Gardena, CA 90247 U.S.A.
11T11111ti1111.1.11.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.111111.1111111111.111T1111T111111111111T.11111.1T111.
P.O. Box 590
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One Great Performer
Fo r Another.
monitor
The gauss

series.

Now, three great performers that upgrade the
standards of professional sound. The Gauss sound is
full- bodied and smooth.
All three Gauss monitors feature our 4140 horn. Foam
filling in all the cavities eliminates unwanted
resonances. And roll off is so good that very little
room equalization is needed.

Ce

Available with single 15 ", double 15" and double 12"
woofers. Our model 2154 puts out more sound
pressure level than any studio monitor on the market
today. Our monitors are offered in the bi- amplification
mode only; so you may select both crossover frequency
and filter slope ... with any of the currently available
electronic crossover networks.

ç Audio

For the Educated Ear.

So you get our smooth Gauss sound... Great
performance that you can hear.

Main Office
A division of Cetec Corporation
13035 Saticoy Street No. Hollywood, CA 91605
(213) 875 -1900 TWX: 9104992669

European Office
A division of Cetec Systems Ltd.
16 Uxbridge Rd. Ealing, London W52BP England
01 -579-9145 Telex: (851) 935847
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Let

ASCO MODEL 2600

Accurate Sound
Help Solve Your
Audio Problems

THE "DO EVERYTHING" TRANSPORT

...Whatever your problems: new
equipment, rebuilt equipment,
reconditioning or updating.
ASCO's "Total Systems" capability can solve your problem.

440/350/351 Capstan
Motors

$180.00
exchange

Rebuild Your Mono Head
Assembly
New Stacks
$195.00
Precision Lapping
$45.00
Rebuild Your Stereo Head
Assembly
.$295.00
New Stacks
Precision Lapping
$60.00
Completely Recondition Your
Transport
$295.00
Replace Your Tube Electronics
with Solid State
$550.00
per channel

Accurate Sound Corporation
can now offer the new 2600
transport with MCI JH5 electronics. year parts warranty
with 90 -days labor.

The ASCO 2600 Transport functions are
fully remotable, including record and tape
lift. Our standard version includes con-

stant tension holdback, delayed stop
(eliminates bias "pops "), spill lape edit
function and motion sense.

1

3 -speed

constant tension takeup
capstan slow start
2 inch tape capability

.

Send for our illustrated catalog
with new and used equipment

listings.
ACCURATE SOUND CORPORATION

JJ

5th Avenue
Redwood City, CA 94063
415 365 -2845
114

Without Cabinet
$2675.00 mono
$3265.00 2- channel
S4645.00 4- channel

This transport is available with Ampex,
ASCO, Inovonics, MCI or Scully elec-

tronics.

Walnut Formica Console
$2995.00 mono
$3595.00 2- channel
$4995.00 4- channel
wale tot complete specifications
our new Spnng '77 Catalog.
ACCURATE SOUND CORPORATION
114 5th Ave.

Redwood City. CA 94063

3

415-365-2X43.
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Standard version $1495.00

Send for our illustrated catalog with
new and used equipment listings.
ACCURATE SOUND CORPORATION
114
5th Avenue
Redwood City, CA 94063
415/365.2845

IV
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new productsaservices
CARTRIDGE GO -CART

cartridges. borne on carrier
trays linked in a flexible chain over
an oval belt can he accommodated
on this go -cart. Controls direct the
desired cartridge to the play table.
where it is removed to a stationary
cartridge deck for stable play and accurate tape -to-head alignment. When
play is completed. the cartridge is rewound and automatically replaced in
its carrier. the carrier responding to
instructions governing the next cartridge scheduled. Maximum access time
is 8 seconds. The unit swings out on
hinges. remains operational even while
opened. Compatible with most existing systems and control devices, its
micro-processor computer -based control logic is flexible for various usages. The manufacturer also offers a
42- cartridge unit.
78

Mfr: IGM
Circle 51 on Reader Service Card

DIGITAL TIME DELAY
Priced under $2.000, Delta -T Modfor smaller, lower budgeted installations. Claimed dynamic range is better than 90 dB:
noise and distortion claimed less than
0.1 per cent. The unit provides two
adjustable audio signal delays of up to
120 ms. each controlled by a single
front panel knob. Also included are
audio and input and output transformers, an automatic, fail -safe, audio
bypass feature, silent power up /power
down circuitry, and rear mounted
XLR -3 type audio connectors. A fiveposition led headroom indicator is calibrated in 10 dB increments below
limiting. All units have universal
power compatibility, 115/230, 50/60
Hz. with international connectors and
detachable power cords. Designed for
rack mounting in 31 in. of space.
the unit has plug -in modules for its
memory and audio subsystems. Construction is all solid state, employing
mos -ram memory and low power
Schottky i.c. logic.
Mfr: Lexicon. Inc.
Price: Under $2.000.00
Circle 52 on Reader Service Card
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CORRECTION

An error %a. made in reporting
on the SM 11 Lavalier Microphone
from Shure Brothers, in our March.
1977 New Product section. The
diameter was incorrectly reported
as -5 '16 in. The diameter of the
microphone is 9'16 in. Its length is
1

1

-5'16

in.

CASSETTE DUPLICATOR SYSTEM

ME MI

ill ®El NM ID
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A reel -to -reel bidirectional master
and cassette slave loaders are used on

this modular automated duplicator
system. The cassette tape is duplicated while it is being loaded into the
cassettes, speeding up reproduction
time to 32 to 64 times normal. The
system has a frequency response to
15,000 Hz; there is a claimed flutter
of less than 0.1 per cent. An optional
automatic cassette feeder automatically performs the tasks of cassette
insertion, leader extraction and threading of the leader into the splicing platform. Then the automatic operation
of the cassette slave loader takes over
to cut the leader, splice the tape to
the leader and load the cassette with
tape while recording the signals from
the master. It then cuts tape and
splices the leader at the end of the
program, and winds the remaining
leader into the cassette. ejecting the
finished product from the loader. The
feeder can be ordered with the original installation or installed later. The
manufacturer has an extensive operator's training plan, as well as a tryout period when a prospective customer can use the facilities, on a service
basis, to have cassettes duplicated before actually ordering the equipment.
The systems can be used for volumes
of from 10.000 to 1.000.000 cassettes
per month, adaptable to long or short
runs. 2- or 4 -track formats.
Mfr: Recortec
Circle 53 on Reader Service Card

STEREO PREAMP

PORTABLE SOUND BAFFLES

Low -noise monolithic operational
amplifiers on the M -200 stereo pre amp arc claimed to have less than 0.01
per cent distortion and i.m. from 20
to 20.000 Hz with a s n ratio of -82
dB (phono). There are separate bass
and treble controls: power and volume
controls operate independently with
tone controls switched in and out of
the circuit by means of a separate tone
control switch. The phono stage has
low cartridged interaction, and claimed
low distortion with good square wave
response and low noise while using
a cartridged input. On the rear panel
there are two switches and one unswitched a.c. convenience outlets.

Mfr: Bauman Research Instruments
Company
Price: $350.00.
Circle 54 on Reader Service Card

A series of three interlocking studio "gohos" in widths of 3 ft. or 3 ft.
6 in. offer claimed separation of better than 0.85 NRC. Smaller models
designed for drum platforms and
seated instrument positions have sloping plastic tops which maintain visibility and produce variable sound reflection. All models have brass casters and utilize an interlocking hinging system for connection and support. The baffles are covered with
washable fabric in a variety of colors.
fireproofed on request.

Mir: Sugarloaf View
Circle 55 on Reader Service Card
PHONO PREAMPLIFIER
This RIAA equalized amplifier k
connected through auxiliary or spare
high level inputs, to improve record
playback performance. Although low
in price, it delivers Class A operation.
with low distortion claimed: ten day
money -back trial performance is offered. Of solid state construction, the
unit measures 9.5 x 5.2 x 2.5 in.

.

Ps

Mir: PS Audio
Price: $59.95.
Circle 56 on Reader Service Card

Now from Clear-Corn
A new generation of intercom systems
PS -3000
List $250.00
A fully regulated power supply with complete short circuit protection and a L.E.D. indicator. 40 station capability. Compatible with existing Clear -Com Systems.

()C meo-Cóm.
PS -3000

Regulated Power Supply

RS -100A
List $130.00
A small, lightweight stainless steel belt pack
featuring: Volume Control, adjustable side tone,
and a combination signal and mic on /off switch.
Compatible with existing Clear -Com Systems.

OClear-Corn
intercom systems

759 Harrison St. San Francisco, Ca. 94107
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Send for Free Systems Catalogue

Here's an idea that could change

your thinking about test equipment.
A complete test station doesn't
have to be an assortment of special- function instruments. A work-

ing workbench doesn't have to
be crowded and unhandy. And a

truly portable test lab doesn't
have to be out of reach.

TM 500 offers you an alternative:
a modular line of compact, inter-

changeable plug -ins and mainframes. Multiconfigurable both in
packaging and in performance,
TEKTRONIX TM 500 is designed
around the idea that test equip-

ment which is compatible in
every respect can, in fact, cover
a broader range of functions and
meet a wider variety of measurement situations. To say nothing
of its ability to adapt more readily
to new challenges.

Modular DMMs, counters, generators, amplifiers, power supplies, oscilloscopes, logic analyzers, and word recognizers can
be interfaced electrically. Signals

uncluttered bench
setup; mount up to

6

functions

pack a portable test station in the
small -as -a- suitcase TM 515 Traveler Mainframe, which carries up
to 5 modules and typically weighs
less than 35 pounds, including
the modules.
The result is a total test system

side -by -side in a 51,4 -inch rack
build a rollabout station that "follows" you around the lab. Or

can be routed from one plug -in
board to another via the mainframe mother board. thus enabling you to build a test instrument that's more powerful than
the sum of its parts.
The plug -ins can be configured
together in six widths of mainframe and four types of packages, depending on where and
how you'll use them. Select the
plug -in modules you need just as

you would monolithic instruments, and then combine them in
the appropriate mainframe for a

that looks like a unit ... works as
a unit ... yet is still configurable
to new or changing measurement
requirements. So the next time

you're looking into test instrumentation, specify the one product line that's designed for con figurability.
For further information or a demonstration of TM 500 Instrumentation, write or phone: Tektronix,
Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Oregon 97077, (503) 644 -0161 ext.
5283. In Europe: Tektronix
Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peter
Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands.

TéJctronix
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

TM 500...designed for configurability.

products

&

services (cont.)

mix matcher
A &H has a mixer to match your
situation. From portable PA to permanent multitrack, A &H mixers perform.
At an economical price that steals the
show. You don't have to spend a
fortune to sound like
a million.

FUNCTION GENERATOR
External frequency control vco d.c.
MHz. is offered on solid state
Model 12 function generator. Front
panel outputs produce
ttl compatible
square wave, one triangle wave 4 Vpp.
and a switch -selectable square, sine.
or triangular wave with 0 to 20 Vpp
amplitude. The selectable output has
continuously adjustable d.c. offset and
will drive 5 Vpp into 50 ohms. Frequency range is I Hz to
MHz with
200 PPM C frequency stability.
Claimed sine wave distortion is less
than 2 per cent from
Hz to 100
kHz. External frequency sweeping
permits f.m. control of all waveforms. Also featured are frequency
shift keying FSK and remote tone
burst RTB.
Mfr: A.E. Corp.
Price: Kit: $79.95.
Wired: $124.95.
Circle 57 on Reader Service Card
to

1

1

1

A &H Quasi: Low -cost Custom semimodular mixing. Standard stock units
are 8 x 4 and 10 x 2. Fibreglass printed
circuit boards, rigid all -steel chassis. Up
to 12 channels of electronics may be
included.

1

POP Mixer: The nononsense PA mixer. Lightweight, rugged, reliable and sensibly
priced. Completely modular construction. Individual channel monitors and
meters. Two separate cue or stage
monitor circuits. Talkhack system link.
AC or battery powered.

What's
cooking?

INDUSTRIAL VIDEOCASSETTE

IC Op -Amp Cookbook by
Walter G. Jung. Explains
basic theory of the IC op
amp in a down -to -earth
manner. Includes over 250
practical circuit applica-

tions. Fully illustrated and designed
for all interested in modern linear IC

Modular

Series Mixing
Console: For economical multitrack recording. Sophisticated
modular construction: maximum
facility at minimum price. Up to
16 input channels, 8 mix busses, 16
channel monitor mix. Full patching
facility. ì range equalization, parametric mid -frequency. Stereo mixdown.
2 echo systems.
All A &H mixers are available from the

co

design techniques. Covers general operating
procedures, such as offset nulling, frequency
compensation, and protection against abuses
and failures; signal -processing circuits; audio
circuits including low-level preamps, active filters and equalization circuits, power-booster
stages up to 100 watts, and a variety of other
specialized circuits. Includes unique devices
that cannot be categorized with standard types
programmable op amps, operational trans ductance amplifiers, quad current-differencing
amplifiers, etc.
S12.95

-

Chromacord Corporation.

SAGAMORE PUBLISHING CO, INC.
1120 Old Country Road,

CHROMACDRD

Plainview, N.Y, 11803

2343 43rd Avenue Lachine. Quebec HST 2K1
Telephone (5141 636.8183. Telex 05 822542
154 Vaughan RoadJoronto. Ontario M6C 2M2
Telephone (4161653-7722 Telex 06 22361
60 Margaret Street/Plattsburgh. New York 12901
Telephone (5141 636. 8183 /Telex 05 822542
Edmonton Vancouver

Please send _copies of IC Op -Amp Cookbook
at $12.95. N.Y.S. residents add 8% sales tax.

Name
Address

City
State /Zip

CV
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Sixty minutes of visual is delivered
from a compact 7.5 oz. cassette, using an azimuth recording system which
operates at the slow speed of 1.57
in /sec. on Betamax SLO -260 /2 -in.
videocassette recorder- player. The unit
includes camera input, manual audio
level control. audio dubbing. pause
mode and rf capability to receive signals from a television monitor /receiver. The videocassette is backed
up by the D -500 duplicator which has
the mass production capability to produce the cassettes.
Mir: Sony Corp.
1

Price: SLO -280: $1,445.00
Player only SLP -1100; $1,150.00.
Circle 58 on Reader Service Card

STEREO PHONO CARTRIDGES
The 0.2 x 0.7 -mil elliptical stylus
of the ATI5XE cartridge is mounted
directly to a tapered stylus cantilever
to reduce tip mass. especially effective with high frequency requirements.
Frequency response is from 5 Hz
to 30,00( Hz. with a channel balance
of 0.75 dB, channel separation 28
dB at
kHz and 23 dB at 10 kHz.
Tracking force is from 35 to one and

CLIP -ON REMOTE INTERCOM

I

3/a

grams.

Mfr: Audio-Technica Inc.
Circle 59 on Reader Service Card

TAPE DECK
Four -head IT -1000 tape deck has
three motors. full -logic solenoid -actuated tape motion, IO in. reel capacity.
mie and line inputs, vu meters, a digi-

A steel belt clip mounts lightweight
(16 oz.) RS -100A intercom station to
clothing. The unit contains a power
amp that is current limiting and short circuit- proof. Controls consist of a
volume control. call light. mie off -on
call switch, and a 4 -pin XI. connector
for the headset. In addition, the unit
features an adjustable side -tone function. Two XL connectors tie into the
main station or other remotes. The
compact unit measures 234 x 47/s x
15/8 in.

counter and auto- reverse. The
transport operates at 7l'2 or 33% in./
sec.; frequency response is 30 Hz
tal

kHz -!-3dB.
.Mfr: Bohsei Enterprise Co.
Circle 60 on Reader Service Card
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REPLACEMENT HEADS

Mfr: Clear-Com ( Lumiere)

A life expectancy of more than ten
times that of metal heads is predicted
by the manufacturer of these hot
pressed ferrite heads with glass -bonded gaps. The head is plug -to -plug
compatible with the original metal
heads used in the manufacturer's cart
machines.

Circle 63 on Reader Service Card

Mfr: Saki Magnetics
Circle 61 on Reader Service Card
AMPLIFIER /EQUALIZER
Three units stack in a metal rack
mount cabinet -Model 2 17R straight line preamplifier, Model 210R graphic
equalizer, and Model 202C. 100 watt
per channel power amplifier. Model
2I7R preamp has front panel accessible phono stage cartridge loading,
gain selector, and subsonic filter. A
source selector handles two phonos,
tuner, auxiliary and two tape circuits
with by- directional bypass copying.
Model 210R ten -band octave equalizer per channel has -* 15 dB boost or
cut per octave, with synthesized inductors for the elimination of distortion
and noise. Line or tape equalization
includes a tape monitor and equalizer
defeat. Model 202C power amplifier
has modular construction and class
AB design with if 70V power supply
for 200 watt per channel peaks at
clipping on program material.
Mfr: Spectro Acoustics
Price: $1,100.
Circle 62 on Reader Service Card
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WORAM AUDIO ASSOCIATES
Consultants in Studio Systems
Engineering. Design and Installation

-offering-

'4*
!T?
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A COMPLETE CONSULATION

SERVICE FOR STUDIO
PLANNING AND
CONSTRUCTION
FREE -LANCE RECORDING

SERVICE IN THE
NEW YORK AREA
516 764 -8900
45 Lakeside Dr.
Rockville Centre, N.Y. 11570

N
V

INVEST IH AMERICA'S
GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE.

¡Aa

Liabilities ?Or,assets? Investing in the United
Negro College Fund can help make the difference.Because some of these high school students
won't be able to go to college on their own.
Your investment in UNCF helps support 41
private, four-year colleges and graduate schools.
Colleges that enroll as many as 50.000 students.
And when they graduate, those students return
to the community with fresh ideas about old

problems. With skills that make companies as
well as communities work. And with a real chance
to improve their standard of living. So, everybody benefits.
Invest in the United Negro College Fund by
sending your check to: Box B, United Negro
College Fund, 500 E. 62nd Street, New York,
N.Y. 10021. So your dollars can make America's
greatest resource even greater.

No one can do it alone.

GIVE TO THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND.
A m ind is a terrible thing to waste.
A

Pub;ic Service of Tnls 6'agazIne 8 Tne Aovertlsing Council

.Ll na

JOHN WORAM

The 56th Convention
of the Audio
Engineering Society

Paris, France,

1 -4

March, 1977

There was a time when "April in Paris"
was the dream of just about all of middle America. Many years ago, Lafayette came to the aid

pAttts!!?

of Washington. and Americans never forgot their
debt to France. But then Eisenhower came to the aid of
De Gaulle, and the French have never forgiven us for it.
In fact, the average Parisienne did little to conceal his
animosity towards the average American, and in time the
message filtered back; "Yankee, stay home!" As French
satirist Pierre Deninos put it, "When France no longer has
hereditary enemies, it chooses one from among its
friends." After awhile, the $5.00 exit fee imposed at
Paris's Orly Airport got to be the biggest bargain in all

www.americanradiohistory.com

CD

of France. After a day or two there. most Americans
would have gladly paid ten times that amount. just to get
out of the country.
Well. a few years ago, the pendulum may have begun
swinging back towards normalcy. A few enlightened Parisiennes are beginning to consider that perhaps after all
the universe does not rotate about the Eiffel Tower. Tourists -even Americans -are beginning to he tolerated and.
sacre bleu!, a few locals will even make an attemp to
understand languages other than French. (Formerly, those
who were unable to converse in fluent French were treated
as social lepers.)
And so. against this backdrop of slowly thawing coldness. the Audio Engineering Society ventured into Paris
for its 56th convention, held at the Hotel Meridien. Perhaps not quite in the shadow of Eiffel, but at least a few

banquet champagne party had been planned, to toast the
awards winners. However, the banquet ran a trifle late.
and so the hotel staff, in cooperation with a French honor
guard. decided to toast themselves instead. When the honored guests eventually arrived, they found a very happy
staff, and no bubbly! And now that I've done my bit for
French -American relations, let's look at:
TAPE RECORDERS
Several tape recorder manufacturers were on hand with
machines seen rarely
this country. Leeversever
Rich, a firm well -known in Great Britain, showed their pro

-if

-in

minutes stroll to the Arc de Triumphe.
The show got off to an ominous start when the French
authorities decided, on opening day no less, to close down
all the small demonstration rooms scattered about six
floors of the hotel. It seems that a tragic fire at another
hotel in another country had finally alerted them to some
sort of potential hazard that had not been considered
previously! And so, in a flurry of packing crates, an extra
exhibit area was hastily assembled on the hotel's mezzanine floor. And a special award to the folks at L. J. Scully
for not destroying the hotel when they were told to pack
up their just -assembled disc cutting lathe and move it to
the new area. (By the way. L. J. Scully is now the US
representative for Denmark's Ortofon Company. manufacturers of cutterheads. amplifiers and other tape -to-disc
hardware.)
The show closed on a somewhat more whimsical note.
at the awards banquet. held at another hotel. A postTeletunken's Magnetophon 15A transport. Note the
vari -speed and auto locator modules on the right.

Wipe tapes clean
in record time.

line 1000 and 2000 series machines, and we may get a
further glimpse of these at a future American convention.

Garner Erasers

provide clean erasures in only four seconds -with
no noise residue. Tapes are wiped cleaner than
new. Our simple, safe, continuous belt operation
handles all sizes of reels, cartridges and cassettes
from 101/2" on down.
User reports...
Garner Erasers are
now fulfilling the exact"lt is a big improveing requirements of many
ment over what we

major organizations
around the world .. yet

used to use, or
anything else on the

are so low priced that the

market today."

.

smallest studio or station
can afford one.

a

-Ric Hammond
KNX Radio (CBS)

Hollywood, Calif.

Call today. Or write for
brochure and names of users.

GARNER INDUSTRIES
GARNER

4200 N. 48th St., Lincoln, NE 68504
Phone: 402 -464 -5911

Telefunken Magnetophon 15A drew a lot of interest,
and was more often than not surrounded by a crowd of
admiring button -pushers. The 15A comes in one- or two inch formats, with up to 32 tracks of electronics available.
Space below the electronics panel may be used to house
up to 24 tracks-worth of Telefunken's new c4 noise reduction system. (The c4 was also shown in a 24 track rack
mounting system.) To the right of the 15A's transport,
space is provided for housing various auto -locator and
vari -speed modules. The SZI5A module offers continuously variable speed control over a -50 percent range. An
led readout indicates the percentage of nominal tape
speed, and an engraved chart on the module face plate
lists the percentage required for various musical intervals. (For example, one half tone = 94 per cent or l06
per cent, etc.)
But the ultimate tape recorder toy must surely be Lyrec's Tape Position Controller, with 16 memory positions
for storage and recall of tape positions. In addition to
readouts of tape position and keyboard, there are A and
B displays. With two different locations entered in these
displays, you may instruct the machine to search for either
one, or to play the section between A and B continuously.
Either display may be loaded from the keyboard, or from
the tape position readout. And once you've tired of this
exercise, you can store all four displays in memory, move
on to some other area, and return later on to the positions
stored in the memory.
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Tweed Audio's 22 in /4 out console comes from Scotland.

CONSOLES
At Helios Electronics' booth, director Dick Swettenham
presided over one of their super boards, to be delivered
to Maison Rouge in London. An interesting feature is a
noise reduction interface system built into the console's
front panel. (Relax, it's not another non -compatible cornpander!) The idea is that you'll tuck your noise reduction
cards (dbx, Dolby or whatever) into an out -of-the -way
A

close -up on some of Cadac's console modules.
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The fast, sure way to
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professional quality dubs
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The Telcom c4 Noise Reduction System from Telefunken.

Garner Model 1056 is the professional's answer to
low -cost, high -quality, fast dubbing. Here's why:
Five 1200' copies in four minutes. Single capstan
drive provides constant speed. Solid -state
electronics and custom -made head guarantee
uniform frequency response ( --1 db max. of master
from 50 Hz to 15 KHz). 30 or 60 ips. Rewinds in
60 seconds. Built to last for years.
Garner Model 1056 is the best duplicator buy today.
Costs less than half of some competitors. We'd like
to prove to you just how good it is. Write or
call today for a brochure and specifications.

GARNER

GARNER INDUSTRIES
- 402 -464 -5911
4200 N. 48th

St.- Lincoln.

NE 68504
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BUNDLES FROM BRITAIN

The Helios Electronic console for Maison Rouge
Studio, London. The noise reduction panel is to the
left of the meters.

o
.11111111
The Proline 2000TC, from Leevers -Rich. Note the dual
capstan drive, and the tape position indicator to the left.

From Britain. Audio Development's line of battery

operated consoles.

card frame within the console, and yet retain finger -tip
control over their functions. Presumably, the system
could be adapted to accommodate several sets of cards.
all of which may be powered from the console's own
supply.
Audio Developments showed off their line of mini -,
micro -, and pico- mixers, plus a "super system." These
range from 6 in /2 out to 24 in '4 out. All systems are designed for battery operation, and appear to be sturdy
enough to drop off a truck
least a few times. The
company has sold several systems here in the colonies.
and is looking for American representation, as are many
of the other British firms seen at the show.
After a brief skirmish with French customs officials.
Harrison Systems got their elegant 2824 console set up
on the second day of the show. (At least I think it's an
elegant console: I couldn't fight my way through the mob
that flocked around it. Judging from the descriptive literature, it's got enough features to warrant a full -blown
story. (Do you read me, Dave Harrison ?)
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CD

This is Calrec's line of condenser microphones.
They are not yet found in the U.S.

ODDS 'N ENDS
JBL introduced their new 4301 two way speaker system, comprising an 8 -inch woofer and a 2 -inch tweeter,
mounted in a 11/2 cubic foot enclosure. The system is
designed for the small control room, and carries a $159
price tag.
JVC was one of the victims of the last- minute closing
of the demo rooms. Fortunately, they maintain a perma-

Powerful
alternative.
SAE 2500 Professional Dual -Channel Power Amplifier

When you compare power amplifiers, you have to look at the
hard facts. The SAE 2500 Professional Dual- Channel Power
Amplifier has them -top power, specifications, reliability and
features that make it the most "powerful alternative."
Power. 450 Watts RMS per channel, both channels
driven into 4 Ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz at no more
than 0.1% total harmonic distortion. Or, 300 Watts
RMS per channel, both channels driven into 8 Ohms
from 20Hz to 20kHz at no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion.*Plus, a new, smaller wide -channel power
transformer coupled to 4 computer -grade capacitors for a
power supply that varies no more than 10% from no load to
full load. (For extra protection, there are relay and thermal
cut -out devices.)
Other Specifications:
IM Distortion from 250mW to rated power at 4 or S Ohms with any 2 mixed
frequencies between 20Hz and 20kHz at 4/1 voltage ratio
0.05 Max.
Frequency Response at rated power
±0.25dB, 20Hz to 20kHz
Noise
Greater than -100dB below rated power
Transient Response of any Square Wave
2.5p sec. rise and fall time
Slew Rate
40V /psec.
Dimensions
Front panel: 19 ''Wx7 "H, Chassis: 153/4-D
(excluding handles, controls and connections)
These specifications comply with FTC requirements for power
amplifiers.

Reliability. The SAE 2500 gives you high current capability
with Parallel- Series- Output Circuitry (PSO)- without loss of
wide power bandwidth, low leakage current or super -high
slew rate. Sixteen triple- diffused output transistors have an
electrical and thermal SOA 50% higher than maximum design
requirements for reliable high demand capability. This configuration can handle anything from continuous full signals
to highly reactive surge loads -all day long without failure or
overheating. Dual relay disconnect circuits and plug -in board
design further assure reliable performance.
Features. Feedback level controls assure a constant input impedance of 50k Ohms and reduce the noise figure to more
than 100dB below rated output in all positions. Loudspeaker
protection relay- activated circuit automatically disconnects
speakers in case of ±DC outputs. Plus, direct power reading
VU meters and forced air cooling.
The SAE 2500 Professional Power Amplifier weighs only 58
lbs. making it practical for portable sound reinforcement,
public address, communications and recording applications.

The professional alternative.

2500 INTERMODULATION DISTORTION C

8 OHMS, FULL POWER 49V RMS
BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

,cient¡tic Audio Electronics. Inc.
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)'lease send me the reasons (including available literature) why the SAE 2500
Professional Dual- Channel Power Amplifier is the -Powerful Alternative.
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State

Zip

is created that sounds originate from locations
much closer to the listener than the actual speaker placement would indicate. Thus, in one demonstration. the
narrator seems to walk right up to you and whispers in
your ear. It's a dramatic effect. which must he heard to
be believed. Even then, it's unbelievable!
On the other hand, would you rather have your headphones sound like loudspeakers? Eugen Beyer introduced
their LSE 1, a loudspeaker- simulating earphone system.
As most listeners know. a conventional stereo program
sounds a lot different over headphones than over speakers.
With headphones, left and right information is accentuated, while center -placed soloists seem to be located some-
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A 24 in /4 out

console from ABE. Note the unusual
position of the 24 x 7 patch bay just left of the center top.

nent display room just down the block from the hotel.
and their exhibit was quickly set up there. Their Q.B.
Phonic system -still under development-adds a startling
touch of realism to quad (Q) and stereo (B, for binaural)
speaker systems. The trouble with conventional speaker
systems is that they are unable to convey that sense of
being in the room with the musicians that one experiences
when listening to a binaural recording over headphones.
The Q.B. Phonic system attempts to create that effect.
and although listener positioning remains critical, an il-
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How's this for an auto locator? Lyrec's Tape Position
Controller, with a 24 track machine in the background.
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where within the listener's head. Although this may he
acceptable (interesting, even) for casual music listening.
it rules out the practicality of headphone monitoring during recording. On the other hand, the nature of some onlocation recording work rules out the use of speakers.
Beyer explains that with the LSE system, "... signals
are changed by a very complicated electronic set -up in a
way that sound waves, originating from the headphone
system and addressed to the ear drum, are identical with
these sound waves which the ears would have reached
when listening to the same recording through speakers."
Does your studio need a goniometer? Finland's Kajaani
Oy manufactures one suitable for mounting in your console. On the off-chance that you may be uncertain just
what a goniometer is, it's simply a small cathode ray
oscilloscope, set up for X -Y monitoring of phase relationships between any two audio signals.
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STEPHAN PEUS

Microphones and
Transients
THE

TRANSMISSION

CHARACTERISTICS Of

micro-

phones during transient investigations are readable directly from the oscilloscope screen or 'scope
photo without the necessity of complicated devices for transformation into the frequency domain. Rise
and decay time behavior of speech and music is to he
found in the 10 -100 ms area, while the decay phenomenon
in high quality microphones may end in less than
ms.
That is how such microphones manage to grasp the fine
structure of sound. Many microphones constructed solely
for linear frequency response add their rise time behavior
to the sound being picked up. which then appears as amplitude modulation (a.nt.) and gives the microphone its
typical "sound." For this reason, the following investigation of the transient behavior of microphones should he
taken very seriously, even if this is only one small part
of the development of a new microphone.
I

IMPULSE MEASUREMENTS AND
ELECTROACOUSTICS
l he transient bcha for of electro- acoustic transmission
systems has been the subject of discussions for some time.
It is at times measured in amplifiers using square waves
and is sometimes even published. Publications about trans sient measurements in microphones are largely limited to
the recognition that the transient response. i.e. the result
of tests in the time domain after transformation into the
frequency domain, contains the transmission functions:
transmission factor and transmission angle. The measurement is a very rapid one and one doesn't need an anechoic
chamber since the influences of the test room only reach
the microphone outside the measurement time. This advantage must he weighed against the expense of a computer which puts out the transformations in graphic form
in real time directly from the electrical microphone signal.
Whatever measurement system is used, our purpose is
to find out why microphones with nearly identical frequency response curves can have such vastly differing
sound quality.

TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR
The frequency response in microphones is measured in
their stationary. or static. condition at moderate velocities.
while a microphone's "daily bread" is the reproduction of
predominantly impulse -type sound occurrences. The first

Stephan Peas is a German engineer who works for
George Neumann GmbH in Berlin, This article appeared
in the German publication, radio mentor, based on a
paper given at the Tonmeister Convention in Cologne,
Germany in November 1975. 11 was translated by
Stephen 1-emitter. president of Gotham Audio irr
New York City.

two illustrations show the order of magnitude involved.
FIGURE
shows the transient behavior of the individual
harmonics which make up the syllable "ke." Characteristic for this guttural sound is the impulse rise time pattern
and the relatively long decay time of about 120 ms. It is
more typical for speech sounds to have a shorter build -up
time which is also more gradual. rather than impulse rich.
Singly pronounced vowels have the shortest rise time:
e.g. "e" only 6 ms. What I am referring to is the time
during which there is a significant change in the amplitudes of the harmonics. One can speak of a fully built -up
state only for singly pronounced speech sounds intended
for research purposes. but never for continuous speech.
1

z

Backhaus
Figure 1. Development of the harmonics of the
syllable ke.

Characteristic of musical instruments is not only their
longer rise time, but also the shape of this phenomenon.
FIGURE 2 shows an example of an especially short transient
rise time of a trumpet. again dissected into its harmonics.
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Figure 2. Development of the harmonics of a B -flat
trumpet with a fundamental frequency of 340 Hz.

Much shorter times are encountered when the instrument
is played since only the change from one quasi stable condition to the next is involved.
These two examples with particularly short rise times
were selected because in publications, in which the transient behavior study of electro- acoustic devices is recommended. the impression has been given that the impulse
content during the rise time period is so short. that a
transducer
this case a microphone
too slow to he
able to transmit the fine impulse structure. This paper is
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The oscilloscope photo in FIGURE 4, made using a very
high quality measurement microphone. shows the sound
pressure pattern of such a discharge. The slender positive
portion, followed by the somewhat flatter and wider negative one resulting from the friction resistance, is typical
for such a discharge.

TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE MICROPHONE
Every microphone is a transmission system of limited
hand width. Put in simple terms, it is a low pass filter
with an upper boundary frequency and a substantially
flat response up to that frequency. This boundary frequency causes a widening of the positive part of the
pulse; i.e. the positive part of the transient response. The
mean duration and therefore the median pulse width as
shown in the illustration, is inversely proportional to twice
the boundary frequency.

t=
Figure 3. Construction of the spark discharge apparatus.

intended to show that things are actually somewhat different.

THE TEST PULSE
For the measurement of the transient behavior of microphones, one needs a very short. reproduccable signal such
as that produced by a pistol shot or the spark discharge
of a condenser.
Some years ago. Dr. G. Boré of the Georg Neumann
Co. constructed a spark -discharge apparatus in which the
power line voltage was raised to 5 kV and after rectification, was used to charge a 600 pF capacitor. A spark gap
parallel to this capacitor was adjustable in width to control the energy of discharge, while an r -c network set the
repetition rate. The entire apparatus was enclosed in a
shielding metal box. To protect the electrodes and to filter
out those frequencies far above the threshold of hearing,
the cover was lined with felt (shown hinged down in
FIGURE

It
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The transition from the pass band to the cut -off area is
visible in the response figure as an eigen- oscillation at the
boundary frequency. Duration and amplitude of this oscillation are interrelated as follows: a steep cut -off at the
upper end of the pass -band results in a short but high
damped decay wave, while a flat cut -off produces a longer
damped wave with smaller amplitude.
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not acoustically possible to produce a one -sided
pulse such as the square wave used in electrical measurements, since the air together with the discharged capacitor
forms a resonant circuit through which the greatly heated
and compressed air radiates as a spherical wave, first for
a short time at super sonic speed. and then with the well known differential equations of a sound field. The high
degree of attenuation of this resonant circuit resulting
from the friction resistance of air only permits one period
close to the aperiodic boundary.
is

1OOalY

20,/S

Figure 5. Transient response of
microphone.

a

studio quality

It is, therefore, not to the point to place the boundary
frequency as high as possible for the application at hand,
but rather to make the transition if it falls within the
audio range, such that the relationship of oscillation amplitude and duration of the damped decay wave is optimum

for the intended

use.

This was visible in the transient response of the measurement microphone where the boundary frequency of 60
kHz is noticeable both in the particular pulse width of
about 8µs and the damped decay wave at this frequency.

to

co

Figure 4. Sound pressure diagram of a spark discharge
recorded using a measurement microphone. The time
axis is divided into 20us sections.

CONDENSER MICROPHONES
FIGURE 5 shows the transient response of a studio
quality microphone which reproduces the pulse correctly
within its physical limitations. The boundary frequency of
over 20 kHz shows itself again in the corresponding width
of the pulse, but almost not at all in the eigen- oscillation
at that frequency, due to the proper choice of slope in the
transition range. This microphone produces no sound coloration whatsoever.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Figure 6. Frequency response of a cardioid condenser
microphone with a 16 mm membrane diameter.
By contrast there are microphones which have built into
them oscillation -prone components, such as small chambers accessible to the sound to boost a certain frequency
for the sake of increased brilliance or to expand a frequency response of insufficient width.
FIGURE 6, for example, shows a response curve with a
boost of only 2 dB at about 8 kHz and an early cut -off.
In FIGURE 7, we see the transient response showing these
properties in the width of the pulse and the resonance of
the built -in chamber at about 8 kHz.
This type of microphone, therefore, boosts frequencies
in the 8 kHz range by some 2 dB and additionally may
excite this oscillation -prone system at its resonance. This
leads to an intensification of the effect. These response boosting means must he used with great care, since acoustic resonators are very narrow -hand in nature and are
readily recognized by experienced listeners.

ldnv

Figure 8. Transient response of a condenser microphone
designed for a "beautiful" frequency response.

corded with it will likely not ring at the 8 kHz frequency.
However, it should he noted that this transducer will he
constantly excited by the impulse character of speech and
music, which will result in a quasi-stationary oscillation
at this frequency, undoubtedly leading to coloration of
the resulting sound. This is reputed to he desirable at
times.
Even if no resonant systems with a frequency in the
audible range are built into a microphone. the membrane
with its mass and the stiffness of its suspension forms an
oscillation -prone system in which the not- to -he- neglected
vibrating air mass must he added to that of the membrane.

100,uS
Figure 9. Frequency response of
studio microphone.

a

high quality dynamic

DYNAMIC MICROPHONES
Both gradient condenser microphones and dynamic microphones generally have a membrane self -resonance within
the audible range in common. This resonance. depending
on the type of microphone. is damped either in a fre-

Figure 7. Transient response diagram for the frequency
response in Fig. 6.
FIGURE 8 shows a condenser microphone which has
been constructed solely to produce a "pretty" response
curve and proves that the choice of a condenser microphone transducer with good frequency response does not
necessarily guaranty a good sounding microphone.
At this point it is important to point out one of the
properties of the human car as a receiver-the so- called
psychological rise rinse. Investigations have shown that

two signals which have differing transient response characteristics will only then he judged by the ear as having
different sound quality if their rise time is longer than
250 µs.
This condition was not met by the microphone with
the resonant circuit (FIGURE 7), so that single pulses re-

quency independent (friction controlled), or frequency
dependent (mass controlled) way. Due to their transducer
principle. dynamic microphones usually have larger membranes with correspondingly greater mass, and must therefore have more compliant suspension to achieve the resonant frequency. As a result. such systems have a much
longer decay than microphones with smaller effective membrane mass, and with it less compliant suspensions. such

Figure 10. Transient response diagram for the
frequency response in Fig. 9.
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Figure 11. Transient response of
microphone.

a

double ribbon

as condenser or ribbon microphones. Two illustrations
show the effect of this on the transient response of these
microphone types: FIGURE 9 shows the frequency response

of a dynamic studio quality microphone, which is linear
throughout the pass band but shows the typical steep
cut -off at 13 kHz.
In the corresponding transient diagram, FIGURE 10.
this boundary frequency is readily recognizable in the
pulse width and the slow decay of the damped oscillation.
There is a 20 ps pulse in the leading flank which cannot be explained here but which will not he of interest
due to its very short duration.

RIBBON MICROPHONE
FIGURE 11, our last example, shows the transient response of a double ribbon microphone. The small mass is
reflected both in the pulse width and the eigen- oscillation at a very high frequency. One can recognize 25
kHz and 50 kHz. the latter being confirmed as the boundary frequency from the pulse width. FIGURE. 10. on the

Figure 12. Frequency response of the double ribbon
microphone.

other hand. clearly shows that the response ends at about
10 kHz, so that one must assume that only a portion of
the double ribbon is modulated at this high velocity and
actually misrepresents such a high boundary frequency.
There are several transmission characteristics, therefore.
which may he read directly off the oscilloscope screen
without the necessity of transforming into the frequency
domain. The fine structure of the signal is visible and
recognizable, and one can see how many a microphone
built solely for good frequency response, gets its characteristic "sound."

The Sound Workshop 42I Broadcast/Disco Mixer.

The

first broadcast mixer hip enough for disco...

or perhaps the only disco mixer good enough
for broadcast.
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MICHAEL RETTINGER

Low Frequency Sound
Reproduction
Picking up elusive low frequency tones requires
an understanding of loudspeaker cone diameter and
cone travel.

r

IS SOMETIMES claimed, in control rooms, in recording studios, at outdoor concerts, and other
areas employed for the faithful reproduction of
music, that "the real lows" arc missing in the program. Specifically. tones below 50 hertz arc barely audible,
it is claimed, and tones of 30 hertz are non -existent. On
careful investigation it is generally learned that one or the
other requirement for extreme low- frequency reproduction
on the part of the loudspeaker is not niet: (I) the resonance frequencies of the woofer and cabinet are considerably above the lowest frequency that is intended to be
generated by the unit, and (2) the cone diameter is too
small for the necessary excursion.
We are, here. not concerned with item 1, assuming
that the loudspeaker manufacturer has done his part in
providing a radiator capable of generating the extreme
low frequencies advertised in his brochure and stated in
his specifications. Item 2, however, is another matter, and
one not usually considered in greater detail. It is the
purpose of the following to describe the cone travel and
cone diameter of a loudspeaker intended to radiate an
appreciable amount of low- frequency power.
To come to grips with the problem, consider FIGURE 1,
the so- called ISO R -226 set of equal loudness contours.
For a 30 -hertz tone to sound as loud as a 1000 -hertz tone
which has, say, a sound -pressure level SPL of 90 dB relative to 0.00002 newtons /m-, which represents a fairly
loud signal, the 30-hertz tone has to have an SPL of
110 dB, as shown by a dot on FIGURE 1.

REQUIRED ACOUSTIC POWER
Next, assume that the 30 -hertz tone

is to exhibit this
distance R of 32.8 ft. (10
meters), from the loudspeaker placed in a large flat baffle
or in a large cabinet to prevent radiations from the rear
of the cone to interfere objectionably with those departing from the front. What is the acoustic power required
to achieve this level when the woofer radiates its output

110 dB level in the open at
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into a hemisphere, so that
to 2? The required acoustic
which may be 20 times as
loudspeaker is 5 per cent),
to 10-1= watts is given by

-

WL = SPL + 20 log R
= 110 + 20 log 32.8

=

Acoustical consultant Michael Reuin,ger lives in
Encino, Ca.

gawp

150

its directivity factor Q comes
power (not the electric power.
large if the efficiency of the
or power level WL referred

10 log Q + 0.7
10 log 2 + 0.7

-

138 dBp

where the "p" of dBp refers to the picowatts reference
level. Such a power level corresponds to a power of 63
acoustic watts.
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tion. Assuming that it may move as far as 0.25 in., it
takes 16 units to achieve the required volume displacement, that is. displacement times cone area, or
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Fig. 2. Acoustic power level relative to 1 picowatt (10." watts)
of a hemispherical!), radiating sound source as a function of
its (outdoor) distance R in feet for various sound -pressure
levels, SPLs, relative to 0.0002 microbars or 0.00002 newtons
per square meter.

The next equation to he considered concerns the relationship between a vibrating baffle -mounted circular piston of diameter D inches, its displacement amplitude d in
inches from its rest position at a frequency f. and the resulting acoustic power w. It is

1

d

For f

=

I7000(W)'1

=
1

d

=

16 ".

W

FIGURE 2 shows the power level WL of a hemispherically radiating sound source as a function of its outdoor
distance R in feet for various SPLs. Thus for an SPL of
110 dB at 32.8 ft., the WL is 138 dBp, marked by a dot
on the figure.
FIGURE 3 shows the diameter of a baffled piston D in
inches as a function of its excursion d in inches from its
rest position at 30 hertz for various required acoustic
powers. Thus, for W = 63 watts, D = 16 inches, d
equals 4 inches. also marked by a dot.
When the loudspeaker is indoors, the cone excursion
requirements are not quite so severe as they are outdoors
because the reflected sound provides some sound reinforcement, particularly in the reverberant field of the enclosure. Assume a room 25 x 60 x 90 ft. with a volume V
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= 4x8'-Tr
= 16x0.25x82Tr
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17000(63)'1
30 -162
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10,000
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100 000

PR
a circular baffled piston
from its rest position as a function of the product of sound
pressure P in microbars and the source distance R in feet,
for various products of piston diameter D in inches and the
frequency f in hertz.

Fig. 4. The excursion d in inches of

It

obvious that no 16 in. diameter loudspeaker cone
of standard construction can travel 4 in. from rest posiis

a total interior surface S of 18.300
second at 30 hertz, and
sq.ft., a reverberation time of
a total absorption A = 0.05 V/T = 0.05 x 135,000/1 =
6750 sabins at 30 hertz. For this condition we have

of 135,000 cu.ft.,
30 '1,

1

WL = SPL

o
v

Fig. 3. Diameter D of a baffled circular piston in inches as a
function of its excursion d in inches from its rest position at
30 hertz for various required acoustic powers in watts.

- 10 log (4 R., + Á) - 10.3
- 10 log

=

110

=

131.47 dBp

(

2

4

12.6 x 322

6750

-- 10.3

This power level is equivalent to 14 watts. For such
an acoustic power, the 16 in. diameter cone displacement d comes to 2 inches (see FIGURE 3) which is still
too large for an ordinary loudspeaker diaphragm. Allowing. as before, a cone excursion of 0.25 in.. at 30
hertz, it requires 8 loudspeakers to achieve the desired
acoustic output at 30 hertz.
It is seen, therefore, that loud low- frequenc tone reproduction generally takes a battery of loudspeakers. Many
recording studios are simply not equipped for the purpose. Equalizing the amplifier for increased low- frequency
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radiation on part of the loudspeaker is inadvisable, since
it leads either to high distortion, cone hreak -up, or voice coil burn -out.
SIXTY INSTEAD OF THIRTY HERTZ
If the mixer is sail,: ied with the reproduction of low
frequencies above 60 hertz, the situation is much less
critical. From equation (I) we see that when 60 hertz
instead of 30 hertz is agreed upon as the lowest note to
he reproduced with adequate loudness, the cone excursion needs, for the same SRI_ to he only a quarter that
necessary for 30 hertz. Hence only two. instead of eight.
emitters would he necessary for the room with its 135,000
cubic foot volume discussed above.
Refuge may also he taken in the use of horns to achieve
better low- frequency reproduction in interior rooms as
well as outdoors. The "problem" here consists in the ungainly large acoustic "transformers" necessary to accomplish this. Such large horns are generally not available
on the open market. and even if they were, their lengths
(not infrequently 10 feet or more depending on the
throat diameter of the horn) often look out of place in
an

2066)
63 x 32.8
pressure of 63 microbars (PR
comes to 4 inches. marked by a dot on the figure.
To convert sound pressure levels to sound pressure in
either microbars (dynes /sq.cm.) or newtons per square
meter. employ the chart below. It should he noted that
the pressure levels referred to as 0.0002 microbars (with
the pressure in microhars) are identical to those referred
to as 0.00002 newtons /sq.m. or pascals (with the pressure
also in pascals).

SPL
0
10

20
30

40
50
60
70
80
90

auditorium.

PEAK AMPLITUDE
Fu ;uKI: 4. an all -inclusive chart, shows the peak amplitude d in inches of a baffled circular piston as a function of the product of the pressure P in microhars desired at a source distance R in feet. for various products
of piston diameter D in inches and the frequency f in
hertz. As an example, the excursion of a hemispherically
radiating 16-inch diameter piston at 30 hertz (Df
16 x 30 = 480) at a distance of 32.8 ft. for a sound

100
110
120
130
140
150
160

P

(microhars)

P(pascals)

0.00002
0.0000631
0.0002
0.000631
0.002
0.00631
0.02

0.0002
0.000631
0.002
0.00631
0.02
0.0631
0.2
0.631
2.0

0.0631

0.2
0.631
2.0

6.31

20.0

6.31

63.1

200.0
631.0
2000.0
6310.0
20000.0

20.0
63.1

200.0
631.0
200.0

Note: In the MKS system, the reference pressure of
0.00002 newtons /sq.m. is often stated as 20 micronewtons
sq.m.. or 20 micropascals.

Complete Audio Distortion and
Frequency Response

...Automatically

RADIOMETER w

COPENHAGEN Mir

Comprehensive distortion and frequency response measurements are
easily performed with the BKF10 Automatic Distortion Analyzer.
This unique instrument combines a distortion meter, a low distortion
audio sweep oscillator ( <0.01% t.h.d.) and an input /output ratio
meter. Operation is totally automatic ... No balancing, nulling or level
setting is required. Addition of a recorder provides complete distortion
and frequency response curves. Send for complete information.

IlTHE LONDON COMPANY /

811 SHARON DRIVE

/ CLEVELAND, OHIO 44145 / (216)

Circle 23 on Reader Service Card

871 -8900

JOHN MAXWELL

Noise of Sources
A true appraisal of a preamplifier's signal-to -noise
characteristic is derived from calculations made

during actual operation.

or minimization of noise is a perplexing problem for audio engineers. Many preamplifiers and components come with outstanding noise specifications, only to disappoint the
user. The difference betwen specification and application
arises because the amplifiers are specified under ideal, not
real, conditions. i.e. a transducer connected to the input.
Often the transducer noise is as large or even greater than
the amplifier noise. degrading the signal -to -noise ratio. Before amplifier or component noise can be considered, familiarity with the source noise is essential.
HE ELIMINATION
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The total noise voltage in a frequency band can be readily calculated if it is white noise Ii.e. Re(Z) is frequency

independent 1. This is not the case for capacitive or inductive sources, or most ordinary noise.
Rapidly changing network impedance and amplifier gain
equalization combine to complicate the issue. The total
source noise in a non -ideal case can he calculated by breaking the noise spectrum into several small hands where the
noise Re(Z) is nearly white and calculating the noise of
each hand. The total source noise is the rms sum of the
noise in each of the hands N1 -NIT.
+ Vn) 2
Vn 11, = (V,+ V\_ +
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Thermal noise voltage versus resistance.

The expression does not take amplifier gain equalization
(like RIAA) into account, which will change the character
of the noise at the amplifier output. By reflecting the gain
equalization to the amplifier input and normalizing the
gain, to 0 dB at
kHz. the equalized source noise may
then be calculated.
[A,12 V` -IAn 12 V`n)1/2
Vr: (1A112 V
1

_

I

-+

1

Where VEq = equalized source noise (SV) and
[A
= magnitude of the equalized gain at the center of
each noise band (V /V).
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=

4kTRe(Z) M
Mean square noise voltage (V2)
Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10- =3 VAS / °k)
k
T
= Absolute temperature ( °k)
Re(Z) = Real part of complex impedance (ohms)
M
= Noise bandwidth (Hz)
The noise may he represented as a spectral density (V2/
Hz) or more commonly in ,zV rv/Hz or nV 'VI-1i and is
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11 IMIIM1111111111111111111
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REVIEW OF NOISE BASICS
There are three type of transducers: Resistive, capacitive.
and inductive. The noise of a passive network is thermal
noise, generated by the real part of the complex impedance.
as given by Nyquist's equation:
VA
VA

iiìi i

ii

John Maxwell is a senior engineer at National
Semiconductor in Santa Clara. Ca.

SOURCE NOISE
Models are needed for capacitive and inductive systems
so that noise calculations can he made. Namely. the real
part of the impedance needs to be determined.
A lumped model of a capacitive source, such as a condenser or electret microphone. consists of the microphone
and stray capacitance shunted by a load resistance.
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NOISE OF SOURCES
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Figure

Lumped model of

2.

a

capacitive microphone.

It should he noted that for any particular microphone.
the noise of the network (I C,,,
RI) is reduced by
C,
increasing RI. because Re(Z) (the real part of the impedance) is inversely proportional to RI, (See equation 5).
The inductive source (phono cartridges and tapeheads)
is more complex to analyze because it has a much more

complex model. The simplified lumped model of a phono
cartridge or tape head consists of a series inductance and
resistance shunted by a small capacitor. Each phono cartridge or tape head has a recommended load consisting of
a specified shunt resistance and capacitance. A model for
the inductive source and preamp input network is shown
in

F,cuRI

3.

INDUCTIVE

SPECIFIED
LOAD

CA

SOURCE

J L
Figure 3. Phono cartridge or tape head and preamp
input network.

This circuit is quite formidable to analyze and needs
further simplification. Through the use of Q equations. a
series L -R is transformed to

a

parallel L-R.

2
mLs

Rs

Q

Rp=

Simplifying the input

LP

network to:

=

Rs

Ls

(1

-

(

Q

:=RA//RP

=Lp
C=C,

L

Figure

4.
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Simplified source network.
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summary of electret microphone calculations.
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Table 2. A summary of phono cartridge calculations.
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Calculations of electret microphone noise with various
loads and RIAA equalized phono cartridge noise is done
using equations (I) -(7). Center frequencies and frequency
bands must be chosen first. Values of the lumped circuit
components are calculated and noise calculated for each
hand. then summed for the total noise. Octave bandwiths
starting at 25 Hz will he adequate for approximating the
noise.
In this example. the microphone capacitance is 10 pF
loaded with 5 pF of amplifier and stray capacitance. Two
resistive loads will be used to illustrate the effect 121, has
on the microphone noise. R1,1 = 1G 17(10"), R1,, = 1OGt2
(10'11). It is assumed that there is no gain equalization in
the amplifiers that follow. The noise calculations are summarized in TABLE 1.
The electret or condenser microphone noise [ Re(Z)] is
reduced when the load resistance is increased. This is one
of the cases when a larger resistance means lower noise.
not more noise.
The second example is the calculation of the RIAA
equalized noise of an A.D.C. 27 phono cartridge loaded
with CA = 250 pF and RA = 47k. The cartridge constants are Rs = 1.13k and Ls = 0.75H (Cc may be neglected). The noise calculations are summarized in TABLE
2 for this example.
The RIAA equalized noise of the A.D.C. 27 phono car-

tridge and preamp input network was 0.74V for the audio
band. Typical high quality preamps have noise voltages
less than 1µV, resulting in a 3 dB or more loss in system
s/n ratio when the cartridge noise is added to the preamp
noise (in an rms fashion).

CONCLUSIONS
Zero noise sources and amplifiers do not exist. Specifying amplifier noise under ideal conditions will only lead to
ideal specs. not a measure of actual performance. Methods
of s/n ratio measurement should he used that reflect the
true performance instead of hollow specs.
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NAGY SHEAR -TYPE TAPE SPLICERS
FOR CASSETTE V. 8
1/2 IN. TAPES
HAND -CRAFTED

Closing date is the fifteenth of the second month preceding the (late of issue.
Send copies to: Classified Ad Dept.
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1120 Old Country Road, Plainview, New York 11803
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FIELD PROVEN
FAST, ACCURATE
SELF -SHARPENING
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Box 289 McLean, Va. 22101

MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES by
Robert E. Runstein. The only book covering all aspects of multi -track pop

music recording from microphones
through disc cutting. For engineers, producers, and musicians. $9.95 prepaid.
Robert E. Runstein, 44 Dinsmore Ave.
Apt. 610, Framingham, Mass. 01701.
FOR SALE: 100 empty 10 in. reels for
1/2" tape. Glen Morgan, Music Dept.,
Lycoming College, Williamsport, Pa.
17701.

THE RESONATOR is more than a reverb. Designed for use with any console,
including Tascam. $359.00. Dyma, Box
1697, Taos, N.M. 87571.

FOR SALE
NEUMANN COMPUTER controlled disc
mastering system, including many accessories. Currently operating in Ruston.
Louisiana. Replacement cost in excess
of $120.000.00. ASCO selling price:
$50.000.00. Write or call for details:
Ron Newdoll, Accurate Sound Corp.,
114 Fifth Ave., Redwood City, Ca.
94063. (415) 365 -2843.

PERFORM REAL TIME AUDIO ANALYSIS with your oscilloscope! Just add the
new ARA -412 Acoustic Response Analyzer- $1,450. Write for free data sheet:
Communications Company, Inc., 3490
Noell St., San Diego, Ca. 92110.

for equalizing stereo
systems. Helps you sell equalizers and
installation services. Pink noise in 5/3
octave bands, type QR- 2011 -1 @ $20.
Used with precision sound level meter
or B & K 2219S. B8K Instruments, Inc.,
5111 W. 164th St., Cleveland, Ohio
44142.
TEST

RECORD

CUSTOM CROSSOVER NETWORKS to
your. specifications; a few or production
quantities. Power capacities to thousands of watts, inductors and capacitors
available separately; specify your needs
for rapid quotation. Also. PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS -send for data sheet
and price schedules. TSR ENGINEERING,

TRACKS!! The complete semi -pro recording center. Get our low prices on
Tascam, TEAC, Neotek, Multi- Track, dbx,
MXR Pro, Shure, BGW, Tapco and many
others. Complete studio packages available. Tracks!! from DJ's Music Ltd.,
1401 Blanchan, La Grange Park, IL
60525. (312) 354 -5666.

HOLZER
AUDIO

5146 W. Imperial, Los Angeles, Ca.
90045. (213) 776 -6057.
AST: THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND
STORE. Full line of ALTEC and CROWN
professional audio, commercial, and
musical sound equipment; GAUSS and
CERWIN -VEGA speakers; factory authorized service on most speakers.
Large stock of ALTEC replacement diaphragms available. AST, 281 Church St.,
New York, N.Y. 10013. (212) 226 -7781.

$2 MILLION USED RECORDING EQUIP-

CRIE, Sennhelser, Crown,
Emllar, Cetec, Yamaha, °tart,
Shure, AKG, etc.

i

L

electro- acoustic

systems

COMPLETE
NEUMANN RECORDING
STUDIO with Neumann mixing console
and microphones, EMT equipment. etc.
Write or call for details: Ron Newdoll,
Accurate Sound Corp., 114 Fifth Ave.,
Redwood City, Ca. 94063. (415) 3652843.

J

MENT. Send $1.00 for list. refundable, to
The Equipment Locator, P.O. Box 99569,
San Francisco, Ca. 94109.
FREE

o. Drawer

1923

Athens. Ga. 30h01

ISO N.

Hull St.

,404) 353.1283

Contact us direct for factory
repair on Haeco, Westrex,
and Grampian cutterheads.

CATALOG A AUDIO APPLICATIONS
CONSOLES
KITS 8 WIRED

AMPLIFIERS

MIC,

EC) ACN,
LINE, TAPE, DISC,

POWER

P

FACTORY
REPAIR

OSCILLATORS
AUDIO
TAPE BIAS
POWER SUPPLIES

Holzer Audio Engineering Corporation
14110 Aetna St., Van Nuys, CA 91401
(213) 787 -7733
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PLANNING A
BUDGET MIXDOWN ROOM?
FOR SALE: Ampex MM -1005 (play-

back only) transports with 16 and 8
track playback heads available.
$8.500 each. (Note that all playback
electronics are below the transport.)
Also available (one only) 24 in /16
out custom built console; $17.500.
(Original cost about $100.000.) Write
or phone: Woram Audio Associates,
45 Lakeside Drive, Rockville Centre,
N.Y. 11570. (516) 764 -8900. All
equipment FOB New York.

A FEW competitively priced used Revox

A77 and A700 decks available. Completely reconditioned by Revox, virtually
indistinguishable from new and have
the standard Revox 90 -day warranty for

rebuilt machines. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write requirements to ESSI, Box
854, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802. (516) 9212620.
AMPEX, SCULLY, TASCAM, all major
professional audio lines. Top dollar
trade -ins, 15 minutes George Washington Bridge. Professional Audio Video
Corporation, 342 Main St., Paterson,
N.J. 07505. (201) 523 -3333.

CASSETTES AND REEL TAPES, bottom
prices. Name brands or custom -loaded
with Scotch or BASF. Super mastering
computer cassettes loaded with AGFAGAVAERT. Prepaid shipments. Duplicators, accessories, supplies. Write Stanford International, Box 609D, San Carlos, Ca. 94070.

MXR'S DIGITAL DELAY system. Maxell
tape. all widths. discounted. N.A.B.
Audio, Box 78, Ottawa, Ill. 61350.
MCI JH -110 2 -track w /mono head asreturn to zero; cabinet; less
than 100 hours. Thompson CSF 4440A
Audimax, like new. $575. Cooper Time
Cube. make offer. UREI 1176LN limiter.
$385. Fisher-Burke. (602) 257 -0225.

BIGGIES SELLS FOR LESS. SP- 10MK11,
$594.96. Shure M -67 mixer. $160.85.
Revox A77. $815.15. All new. fully guaranteed. Top Brands for Less. Biggie's
Discount Audio. P.O. Box 1708, Phoe-

nix, Arizona 85001. (602) 271 -9397.
THE LIBRARY
Sound effects recorded in STEREO using Dolby throughout. Over 350 effects on ten discs.
$100.00. Write The Library, P.O. Box
18145, Denver, Colo. 80218.
.

.

.

REELS AND BOXES 5" and 7" large
and small hubs; heavy duty white boxes.
W -M Sales, 1118 Dula Circle, Duncanville, Texas 75116. (214) 296-2773.

PROFESSIONAL SOUND COMPONENTS
from Crown, TAPCO, Soundcraft, Eventide. Community Light and Sound. Malatchi, Tascam dbx. Gauss. Spider /Peavey.
Sound Workshop. and many more. Hear
it all at Gary Gand Music, 172 Skokie
Valley Rd., Highland Park, Ill. 60035.
(312) 831 -3080.

professional equipment for recording, broadcast, sound reinforcement, and commercial sound. Call
or write for information and pricing (attention Peter Engel).

v

REVOX A -77 semi -pro deck; 7.5/15 i.p.s.;
1/4 track stereo; sync; Dolby; brand new;
best offer. Call (212) 838 -1865 weekdays.

CUTTERHEAD REPAIR SERVICE for all
model Westrex. HAECO, Grampian;
modifications done on Westrex. Avoid
costly down time, maximum 3 -day turnaround upon receipt. Send for free brochure: International Cutterhead Repair,
194 Kings Ct., Teaneck, N.J. 07666.

(201) 461 -8658.
4 -track in console; Fairchild 8 x 4 modular console with 16channel monitor module, cabinet has
plenty of room for expansion; Bose 800
speaker system with tripods. Gene Rice,
(615) 859 -3347.

SALE: THE VERY LATEST from
Ampex. One 440 -C full track recorder.
$2,800.00; one 440 -C two -track stereo
recorder, $3.300.00; savings of $1.000 on
each recorder. Phone (501) 668 -3698.
FOR

STAGE & STUDIO AUDIO EQUIPMENT.

Turnkey design, permanent mobile wiring /switching networks, flight cases.
component sales. AKG, BGW, dbx, EL/
TECH, Eventide, JBL, Orban /Parasound.
Otari, Robins, SAE, Sennheiser. Shure.
Soundcraft. Sound Workshop, Tascam.
and UREI. Midwest Sound, 4346 W.
63rd St., Chicago, III. 60629. (312) 7677272.

FOR SALE: PRESTO R -11 professional
tape recorder; 7'/2/15 in. /sec.; $300.00.
(212) OR 4 -3060.

DUPLICATOR REPAIR CENTER for all
brands of in- cassette duplicators. FacMAXELL, AMPEX, Capitol and Columbia reel tape; bulk and custom loaded.
Custom length duplicator cassettes.
Reels, boxes, leader tape. splicers. For

complete catalog, write Omega Audio
Products, Box 39253, Redford, Michigan 48239.

NAB ALUMINUM FLANGES. We manufacture 8 ", 101/2", & 14 ". Also, larger
flanges and special reels to order. Stock
delivery of assembly screws & nuts &
most aluminum audio. video. & computer reels. For pricing. call or write
Records Reserve Corp., 56 Harvester
Ave., Batavia, N.Y. (716) 343 -2600.

LEBOW LABS, INC.

424 Cambridge St.
Allston (Boston), Mass. 02134
(617) 782 -0600

Polyfusion synthesizer modules
and equipment. For details, contact:
Harald Bode
Bode Sound Company
1344 Abington Pl.
N. Tonawanda, N.Y. 14120
(716) 692 -1670

AMPEX AG300.
AMPEX AG- 440B -2 in console. $2500.00;
Ampex AG -600 -2 1/2- track. 3 & 3/4, 71/2
i.p.s.. $600.00; Ampex 351 -2 in porto cases. $1.000.00. Sheffield Recordings,
Ltd., Timonium, Md. (301) 252 -2226.

sembly;

AUDIO and VIDEO
On a Professional Level
Lebow Labs specializes in equipment, sales, systems engineering,
and installation -full service and
demonstration facilities in- house.
We represent over 200 manufacturers of professional and semi-

BODE FREQUENCY SHIFTERS
Since 1963
Featuring the universal model 735
and other studio and anti -feedback models. plus the line of

FOUR JBL 2355 horns with 2482 drivers;
excellent condition. $1,000.00 or $250.00
each. (605) 698 -3939.

tory- trained technicians. Work warranteed. Also blg selection of new and
used duplicators. Tape and Production
Equipment Company, 2065 Peachtree
Industrial Court, Atlanta, Ga. 30341.
TRAYNOR MX24 board; 24-in, 4 bus, 2
monitor outputs; solo and intercom,
stereo reverb, graphic eq.; 100' snake:
junction box. $2,500. (404) 457 -2554.

FOR SALE: COMMUNICATIONS CO.,
RT -60 reverb time meter; new condi-

tion; $360.00. Specialized Audio, RD =5,
Saratoga Springs, N.Y. 12866.

AMPEX MM 1100 24 -track recorder.
Like new. Very reasonable. Soundesigns,
Inc. 251 W. 57th St.
Suite 2402,
New York, N.Y. 10019. (212) 765 -7790.

-

MCI 24-track recorders (JH 114); including autolocator, remote, and 16 -track
heads. Priced for fast sale, Call or write
to: Soundesigns, Inc., 251 W. 57th St.,
Suite 2402, New York, N.Y. 10019.

MCI JH -416 recording console. 16 -in/
16 -out, wired for 24 -in /out, excellent
condition, $15,000 or best offer. (614)

663-2544.

(212) 765 -7790.

3M SERIES 400 M -23 8 -track tape re-

corder, 6 years old, replaced heads
(minimal wear). very good condition, specifications and pictures available upon
request, $6.000.00. W. Ramsey. (512)
478 -9294. (512) 478 -3141.

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING parametric
equalizer, electronic crossover, disco
mixer, stage mixers. Audioarts Engineering, 286 Downs Rd., Bethany, Conn.
06525.

STOP HERE! If you need motors rebuilt.
need Ampex 300/3200 drive tires resurfaced, need Ampex parts /service and
need them at a price you can afford.
Frank R. Dickinson, Jr. Inc. (201) 4298996. YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!

FREE PLANNING KIT to help you put
your ideas on cassettes at minimum cost.

Write: Triple 'Q Cassette Duplicating
Specialists. Box 593F, Hialeah, Florida
33011.

L -D SYSTEMS & SOUND, Otari, E -V. Sentry /Professional Products, Sescom, AKG,
TAPCO, Switchcraft, Trouper Series
mixers, Vega Wireless, Sessions, and
more. Prices won't be beat. Write or

RAZOR BLADES. single edge; tape editing. RALTEC, 25884 Highland, Cleve-

land, Ohio 44143.

STUDIO SOUND -Europe's leading professional magazine. Back issues available from July '73 through June '75. $1
each, postpaid. 3P Recording, P.O. Box
99569, San Francisco, Ca. 94109.

Ca. 95827.

CLASSES IN MUSIC RECORDING, record production, publishing. disc mastering, film recording, taught by famous
engineers and producers; held in 16/24 -

track recording studios. Contact: University of Sound Arts, 2040 Ave. of the
Stars, Suite 400, Century City, Ca.,
90067. (213) 553 -4742.

INTENSIVE short summer college level
courses in Recording Technology, Synthesizers, Jazz Improvization, Popular
and Jazz Harmony, Instrumental master
classes. Details: Frank Stachow, Blair
Music Center, Lebanon Valley College,
Annville, Pa. 17003.

WANTED
WANTED: TRANSCRIPTION discs, any
size, speed. Radio shows. music. Box
724 -db, Redmond, Wa. 98052.

INFONICS D -8 eight -track duplicator
with spare head assembly. Excellent
condition. Tower of Truth Audio, Inc.
P.O. Box 245, Hurst, Texas 76053.
(817) 284-5196.

EMPLOYMENT

-for

3M M79's, 16 -, 8 -. 4 -, and 2- track; Helios recording consoles; Tascam 80 -8's
and 25 -2's; dbx n -r; AKG reverb; E -V,

Sennheiser, & AKG microphones;
amplifiers, overstocked. Call Ben
at Rowton Professional Audio,
4, Box 5, Paducah, Ky. 42001.
(502) 898 -6203.
Shure,
Crown
today
Route

SALES MANAGER, Professional Audio.
Responsible for U.S. sales of expanding
line of Heil Air-Motion transformer p.a.
and musical instrument drivers. Must be
able to sell customers face to face as
well as motivate reps and dealers. Position requires up to 50% travel. Send
resumes, including salary expectations
in confidence to: Phil Coelho, President,
ESS, Inc., 9613 Oates Dr., Sacramento,

INSTRUCTION

call for quote. 7120 Atwell, Houston,
Texas 77081. (713) 668 -1188.

AMPEX 300. 352, 400, 450 USERS
greater S/N ratio, replace first playback
stage 12SJ7 with our plug -in transistor
preamp. For specifications, write VIF International, Box 1555, Mountain View,
Ca. 94042. (408) 739 -9740.

OPPORTUNITY for experienced production engineer in top recording and production facility in mid -Atlantic market:
multi -track music experience necessary.
Send resume. production sampler to:
Dept. 51, db Magazine, 1120 Old
Country Rd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

POSITION DESIRED: Audio engineer, BA
Music, 1st class F.C.C. License; 4 years'
experience in music, film, spoken word
recording & production. Hard working.
Resume, references. Dept. 52, db Magazine, 1120 Old Country Rd., Plainview,
N.Y. 11803.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED TECHNICAL
WRITER. Experienced in professional
sound reinforcement and /or recording
field. Strong electronic background
needed. Responsible for writing owners'
manuals for electronic audio equipment.
Write with resume and samples of writing to Larry Parypa, TAPCO, 3810 148th
Ave. N.E., Redmond, Washington 98052,
or call (206) 883 -3510.

YOUNG RECORDING ENGINEER seeks
to relocate in 16- or 8 -track established
studio. 512 years experience in top 40.
jazz, jingles, classical, c &w. Tapes and
resume on request. S. Peppos, 1109
Waterfront Dr. =201, Virginia Beach,
Va. 23451. (804) 428 -0586.

PRODUCT PLANNING SPECIALIST
Ideal opportunity for enthusiastic
individual seeking a responsible
marketing position in new product
development with TAPCO-one of
the nation's leading professional

audio equipment manufacturers. Responsibilities include origination of
new product ideas, product idea
evaluation, presentation of new concepts and programs, and a close
working relationship with engineering and marketing groups throughout the design and market introduction stages of new product development.
Some experience with state -ofthe -art electronics circuitry is required, EE preferred. A thorough
knowledge of products, procedures,
and techniques used in professional
sound work is essential, as is a
fundamental understanding of pro audio sales and marketing practices.
Working with a forceful team of
new product planners, the qualified
individual will play an integral role
in the future of this dynamic and
fast -growing company. TAPCO offers competitive salaries, superb
employee benefits, and of course.
all of the environmental benefits of
the great Pacific Northwest.
All qualified persons are invited
to apply for this excellent opportunity. Send all pertinent data, including salary history, to Doug
Schauer, Product Planning Manager.

TECHNICAL AUDIO PRODUCTS CORPORATION

3810 148th Ave. N.E., Redmond.
Wa. 98052 (206) 883 -3510.
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people/places/happenings
British Wilmot Breeden Electronics

Harvey Zelniker has been appointed national sales manager at Teledyne

has opened a new showroom at 442
Bath Rd.. Slough. Equipment on display includes professional and semiprofessional tape recorders, test equipment. monitor loudspeakers and marine depth sounders. as well as Wayne
Kerr bridges. automatic test equipment, and electronic gauging systems.

Acoustic Research of Norwood. Mass.
He comes to Teledyne from Picker-

ing & Co.

Two new offices have been established by Castle Associates, manufacturer of sound level meters. A sales
and service center is located at 14
Rue Cave. Levallois- Perret 92300.
near Paris. A U.S. office. handing
domestic distribution, is located at
515 Waverly Ct.. Deerfield. Ill. James
C. Mitchell is in charge of the Deer-

SANTUCCI

field office.
Edmond G. Dyette. Jr. has been
elected executive vice

president

and

director of Super S Sound, Inc. of
Cambridge. Mass. Mr. Dyette, who
was previously with Scott Instrument
Laboratories, will concentrate on film
sound recording.

Roger Faust has formed his own
international audio marketing firm.
FIMC International Marketing Consultants, in Natick. Mass. The firm
will consult with and assist U.S. and
Canadian manufacturers in establishing and developing their overseas distribution. Previously. Mr, Faust was
associated with the Altec Corporation
as international marketing manager.

Marketing and sales of Orban;
Parasound audio signal processing
products and other similar lines is in
the hands of newly appointed marketing coordinator Frank Santucci. Mr.
Santucci comes from the Ampex Corporation. He is based in San Francisco.
Steve Bassett has been named district manager of the Rocky Mountain
area for Harman International Indus-

tries, of Northridge, California. Mr.
Bassett, who will be based in Denver.
will cover Colorado, New Mexico.
Utah. Wyoming. and El Paso. Texas.

SIEGEL
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Koss Corporation, of Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. Thomas. who comes to Koss
from the Heath Company, will manage the engineering department. including product engineering and the
coordination of technical projects.

The exclusive distributorship for
North America of disc cutting equipment from Danish Ortofon Company
has been

given to the I.. J. Scully

Mfg. Corp. of Bridgeport. Conn.
Ortofon products will be stocked in
the Bridgeport warehouse and a repair center specializing in cutterhead
rebuilding. will be established at 138

Hurd Ave., Bridgeport.
There have been several changes at
Design Acoustics, of Torrance, Ca.
Steven Levine has been appointed as
national sales manager and several
new rep firms have been selected.
Representing the firm in Texas. Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana. Mississippi and western Tennessee will he
the Texport Co. Paul Blumentritt
Sales Co. will operate in Minnesota.
North Dakota. South Dakota. and
western Wisconsin. Hutmacher & Associates are the reps for Illinois. Wisconsin, Lake County. Indiana, and
Davenport. Iowa.

Million- dollar film and recording
studio. Tulsa Studios, located at 6314
13th St.. in Tulsa. Oklahoma, boasts
the largest sound stage in the Southwest. According to president William
N. Dawson, the facility contains over
12,00h square feet. including a 30seat theater, editing, conforming, and
projection rooms, and a computerized
I5 -track mixing and control room. A
Cinemohile is used for location work.
David M. Thomas has been named
to the post of chief engineer for the

Several personnel changes have
taken place at RCA Broadcast Systems, of Camden. N.J. Jesse L. Nickels has been appointed manager for
midwestern broadcast sales. L. A.
Pinski has been promoted to the responsibility of marketing in the northwestern U.S.. based in Seattle. A
third new sales representative. operating out of San Francisco. is D. Gerald Smith. who will represent the firm
in Nevada. Utah, southern Idaho.
Oregon. and northern California.

Radio Shack electronics store
chain. operating out of Ft. Worth.
Texas. has announced the promotion
of Hyman L. Siegel to the post of
national publicity and promotion manager. A CB expert. Mr. Siegel has
been with Radio Shack since 1971.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The Department of Journalism and
Communication at the University of
Bridgeport and Dondisound Studios,
Inc. of Red Hook. N.Y. will sponsor
an Institute of Audio Studies, to be
held at Dondisound Studios from June
6 through August 5. For information.
contact David Moulton, Dondisound
Studios. Inc.. Red Hook, N.Y. 12571.

John Woram's
The Recording
Studio Handbook
FOR RECORD\G E\C\ERS,

TECHNCA\S AND AJDOPHLES
The technique of creative sound recording has never been
more complex than it is today. The proliferation of new
devices and techniques require the recording engineer to
operate on a level of creativity somewhere between a
technical superman and a virtuoso knob -twirler. This is a
difficult and challenging road. But John Woram's new book
will chart the way.
The Recording Studio Handbook is an indispensable guide.
It is the audio industry's first complete handbook that deals
with every important aspect of recording technology.

Here are the eighteen chapters:

The Decibel
Sound

Microphone Design
Microphone Technique
Loudspeakers
Echo and Reverberation
Equalizers
Compressors, Limiters
and Expanders
Flanging and Phasing
Tape and Tape Recorder
Fundamentals

Magnetic Recording Tape
The Tape Recorder
Tape Recorder

Alignment
Noise and Noise

Reduction Principles
Studio Noise Reduction
Systems
The Modern Recording
Studio Console
The Recording Session
The Mixdown Session

In addition, there is a 36 -page glossary,
five other valuable appendices.

a

bibliography and
SAGAMORE PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
1120 Old Country Road, Plainview, N.Y. 11803

_

John Woram is the former Eastern vice president of the
Audio Engineering Society, and was a recording engineer at
RCA and Chief Engineer at Vanguard Recording Society. He
is now president of Woram Audio Associates.

Yes! Please sand
copies of The Recording Studio Handbook
at $35.00 each. On 15-day approval.

Name

This hard cover text has been selected by several universities
for their audio training programs. With 496 pages and
hundreds of illustrations, photographs and drawings, it is an
absolutely indispensable tool for anyone interested in the
current state of the recording art.

Address

City /State /Zip
Total Amount
N.Y.S. Residents add appropriate sales tax

coupon at the right to order your copy of The
Recording Studio Handbook. The price is only $35.00, sent
to you with a 15 -day money -back guarantee.
Use the

Enclosed in payment for $
Outside U.S.A. add $2.00 for postage
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hen you perform in front of a live audience,
you put everything on the line.
That's why you're so careful in selecting
sound reinforcement equipment. Because once the
music starts, you can't afford to have it stop.
At Yamaha, we know that the show must go on.
Regardless.
That's why we designed our PM -1000 Series
mixing consoles to the highest standard of quality
and reliability. Professional.
Whether it's our 16 -, 24 -, or 32- channel model, the
PM -1000 Series is capable of surviving the kind
of punishment and abuse that only "the road" can
dish out.
Tough isn't enough. Realizing that every job has
different sound requirements, Yamaha also designed
the PM -1000 Series for maximum flexibility. With
Circle
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features like an exclusive 4x4 matrix with level controls
that allows four independent mono mixes.
There's also the complete complement of controls
you'd expect to find on the most sophisticated
consoles. Transformer isolated inputs and outputs.
Dual echo send busses. An input level attenuator
that takes the +4dB line level to -60dB mike level in
11 steps. Plus 5- frequency equalization.To give you
plenty of headroom for clean, undistorted sound, the
PM -1000 can drive a 600 ohm load to +221/2dBm.
Get your band on the wagon. All around the world
night after night, gig after gig -you'll find Yamaha
mixing consoles the choice of more and more
professionals. People who don't regard professional
quality as a luxury, but as a necessity. Your Yamaha pro
sound dealer can give you all the
reasons why you should join them.
YAMAHA
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